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ABSTRACT
The Future of Musical Performance Training:
The Conservatory vs the University
(May 1978)

Robin Myrer Hendrich, B.M.
M.M.

,

New England Conservatory
New England Conservatory
,

Ed.D., University of Massachusetts

Directed by: Professor David Schuman

The training of musical performers has taken place

traditionally in specialized conservatories.

In the

United States, however, universities have increasingly
taken over this role either by creating their own programs
of by affiliating in various patterns with existing con-

servatories.

Various studies have investigated administra-

tive, structural, and curricular arrangements in both con-

servatory and university settings without locating significant differences.
This study began with the assumption that there is an

atmospheric difference between a conservatory and a university setting; that the -conservatory mind and the university

mind promote different views and outcomes.

The conservatory

is concerned with affective sensibilities and is dedicated

to individual outcomes resting on the elitism of talent.

The university is more concerned with the intellect and

promotes uniform, democratic outcomes.
these
This dissertation recognized that tension between
v

two sets of values would be inevitable; the question was its

management.

It hypothesized that the key to preserving unique

musical values in an "alien" environment was maintenance of
identity.

The concepts of a community of function and the

relation of primary groups and bureaucracy (as developed by
Waller, and Litwak and Meyer) were used in the analysis.

A framework defining three main components of identity
was designed.

It included public identity

(measured by dis-

tinctive physical facilities, publications, and name); administrative identity (involving governance, supportive services,
and fiscal decision-making)

;

and prevalence of musical cri-

teria in making decisions (regarding faculty selection and
retention, support for both a performance diploma and a prep-

aratory department, student admission and graduation requirements, and opportunity for students' performing experiences).

These elements were examined through site visits and

interviews at three institutions; an independent conservatory
(New England Conservatory of Music)

,

a

conservatory affilia-

ted with a university (Cleveland Institute of Music)
uj^iver si ty s music school
'

,

and a

(Eastman School of Music at the

University of Rochester)
iden
The study found that both public and administrative

institutions,
tity were reasonably maintained in all three
in the degree to
but that significant differences developed

vi

which musical criteria predominated in making certain key
decisions.

Consistent with the hypothesis, Eastman had sig-

nificantly more doctorates on their faculty than the other
two institutions had.

The smallest school, Cleveland, has

remained consciously modest to provide more performance op-

portunities for students.

In so doing, it also allowed pri-

mary group access to surface in day-to-day operation; in
fact, it scored substantially higher on musical criteria pre-

—

vailing in almost every case

higher even than the independ-

ent New England Conservatory.
One can conclude, then, that conservatory values can be

maintained in a larger bureaucratic environment if matters
of identity are carefully tended to.

The study recommended

specially that the size of the musical unit be kept small,
that the image be kept separate, that faculty criteria be

maintained by the musical unit, and that a non-degree performance diploma be supported as critical elements in preserving
a

distinct identity.

A list of eleven questions to ask in

a merger situation were provided.

It would seem that by us-

ing the more subjective filter of identity, differences can

be spotted that are not apparent when quantitative factors

alone are used.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Before World War II the training of musical
performers
in America was done primarily at conservatories;
university

training was present, but performing talent tended to
gravitate towards such conservatories as the Juilliard School
(es-

tablished in 1905), the Curtis Institute (1924), the New England Conservatory of Music (1867)
tory of Music (1868).

,

and the Peabody Conserva-

Until the 1930's the majority of the

conservatory students were in diploma rather than degree programs.

Their post-graduation job possibilities were rather

clear-cut: they became solo or orchestral performers and
taught.

After World War II, however, massive changes began to
occur.

The field of music became increasingly complex, espe-

cially in America.

The growth and quality of musical organi-

zations and associations as well as training programs for mu-

sicians was accompanied by an increasing bureaucratization of

contemporary musical life.

Richard LeBlond has traced this

growth, in which the key person

musician

—

—

the performing and creative

is now surrounded by a proliferation of other oc-

cupations without which the profession, as it is now, could
not function.^

New occupations such as arts management, fund

^Richard LeBlond, "Professionalization and Bureaucratization of the Performance of Serious Music in the United States",
Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation. University of Michigan, 1968.

2

raising, a diverse music industry, electronic
reproductive

media,

(as

well as older ones such as criticism, publishing,

and teaching)

,

are all a part of the musical complex, at the

center of which are heard the creations and re-creations
of

composer and performer.
Since World War II the number of university accredited

programs for training performers has more than doubled.

The

number of degrees awarded in music is continually rising.^
The obvious consequence of more musicians looking for employ-

ment is a tighter job market, a market which cannot absorb
this outpouring of new performers, composers, or even teachers

.

Further, the education of musicians is becoming more complex; and the situation of training facilities contributes to

2

Degree Recipients Reported by the National Association
of Schools of Music.
]

Degree

#schools '74

B.M.
B.M.Ed.
B.A.

Masters
perf /comp
ed/therapy
mus-y/theory
Doctorate
perf /comp
ed
mus-y/theory

245
330
219

#recip. '74
2716
6846
1182

153
174
74
34
38

22

2

#schools '75
'

270
345
238

1846
1529
250

161
173

176
124
65

36
32
29

73

75
#recip.
3274
6956
1304
'

1908
1523
255
200
104
74

3

this complexity.

Independent conservatories, squeezed by bud-

get crises, are either closing or seeking a
financially beneficial merger even while the university music
programs
are

attracting many outstanding students.

This unstable picture

can be laid to a matter of economics and status.
Since World War II the United States has enjoyed, on the
/

economic growth.

It is axiomatic that a rise in dis-

posable income gives the population a greater amount of leisure time and a greater willingness to indulge in the arts.

The economic status of musicians themselves were no exception
to the national scene.

The growth of unions and their impact

on salaries helped to improve the lot of musicians and made
the profession somewhat more attractive to aspirants.

During the 1960's, especially, there was a proliferation
of perfoirming organizations.

The National Endowment for the

Arts estimates that during the period between 1965 and 1975,
the number of professional symphony orchestras in the United

States has doubled.^

The increase in Federal monies to arts

organizations, including musical groups, acted to institutionalize many of the new organizations.

Corporate support of

the arts has further bolstered such organizations.

Musician's salaries have gone up; their status in the
eyes of the public has risen as well.

Just how far it has

^Musical America, Sept. 1977, p. 15.

4

risen is indicated in a recent Harris Poll:
musicians were
accorded more respect by the American public
than were bankers
or businessmen.^

Orchestral and other musicians today are not only likely
to be better paid; they will more probably possess
a Bachel-

or

s

degree.

To understand this phenomenon, we must trace the

roles that universities, conservatories, and the National As-

sociation of Schools of Music each played in the process of

institutionalizing music in higher education.

Degree-award-

ing universities began training more performers after World

War II.

University music schools have encroached in this
field where once conservatories were dominant,
and this encroachment has been particularly notable since the Second World War. The names Julliard, Curtis, Eastman, and Peabody still carry
a special aura in musical circles, but names such
as Indiana, California (UCLA)
and Michigan now
must be considered as well.
,

New, varied combinations of unions between the collegi-

ate and the conservatory have recently emerged.

As LeBlond

notes

Independent conservatories have, since World War
II, felt the tremendous financial pressure and
allied threats to their continued existence ex-

"^National Research Center for the Arts, Inc ., "Americans
and the Arts", (Tulsa, Okla; ACA Publications, 1974), p. 11.
5

LeBlond, op

.

cit

.

pp.

196-97.

5

perienced by many similar institutions of higher
learning. An interesting example of a kind of
resolution of the problem is to be found in Cincinnati.
The Cincinnati College of Music and the
Cincinnati Conservatory of Music, both independent schools with long and distinguished records,
merged soon after the war and became the Cincinnati College-Conservatory, of Music. They finally
were taken over as a unit within the structure
of the University of Cincinnati.
Thus, in view
of those who consider conservatory training preferable to university training, the conservatory,
in this instance, continued to exist by joining
the enemy and becoming what it should be fighting.^
As the roles of the specialized training school and the

university in America became blurred, the joining of such diverse institutions

—

one, single-purpose, the other, multi-

purpose, became possible.

Many universities now include

schools of music which, to all outward appearances, closely

resemble American conservatories; and conservatories in this

country have adopted some of the values and procedures of the
liberal arts college.
This appearance of similarity is centered on the academic degree for musical performance.

The degree-granting sta-

tus was formalized in the 1920 's and 1930 's with the formation
of an influential voluntary accrediting agency, the National

Association of Schools of Music.

Both conservatory and uni-

versity joined in its creation, for music had won a place in
academic institutions in one way or another concommitant with

^Ibid.

,

footnote, p. 196.

6

the growth of conservatories in the late
nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries.

Although the main instigators of the

Association were representatives of independent
conservatories, it was not long before college and university
represen-

tatives gained control.”^

In 1928 independent schools consti-

tuted a majority of 58% of the membership.

By 1933 these

schools were in the minority, constituting only 37%; and by
1958 only 13% of the Association membership consisted of in-

dependent music schools.^
This merging and blurring of the locus of performer edu-

cation has brought into the open several serious questions.
1.

What is unique about the education of performing

musicians?
2.

Is there any unique difference between what the two

types of institutions can offer to prospective performers?
3.

How does one describe these differences?

4.

What difference in the student's experience will the

7

Recently another association has been formed which includes only independent conservatories. Of the eight member
institutions of the Association of Independent Conservatories
of Music, however, one has a "joint program" with a nearby
university, and another merged with a neighboring university
In view of this trend, it is possible that the
in July, 1977.
American independent conservatory will cease to exist by the
year 2000.
^Carl Newmeyer, "A History of the National Association of
Schools of Music". (Unpublished Ed.D. dissertation. University
of Michigan, 1954). pp. 267-268.

7

difference in ethos between the mission
of the conservatory
and the mission of the university make?
5.

Who can do a better job of training the
performing

musician; the conservatory or the university?
6.

Are conservatories necessary if we find that
the

uni'

versity can do the job just as well?
Take the fundamental difference in ethos between the
con

servatory and the university, for example.

As W. McNeil Low-

ry points out;

...the Spartan effect one detects in professional
environments is not merely physical, though that
situation is general.
It has much to do with the
drive or fanaticism or whatever of the person who
has made his choice, and will eschew anything else
money, the elite identification of a university
degree, even health
to develop the talent he
hopes he has.
It comes also from the pride of doing for oneself, of making ends meet, of giving
society what it will pay for even if what it pays
is inadequate to sustain normal life, of working
in the midst of a fraternity that will show the
same fanaticisms and abnegations.
It comes from
the endless time, time, time spent on doing one
thing, only one thing, and then starting all over
again.
It comes, finally, from the acceptance of
such distortion as a way of life, a way of life,
you will note, that is in some ways completely
antithetical to the ideal objective of a liberal
and humane education.^

—

—

Although some universities have been able to make sufficient adjustments in order to tolerate a viable conservatory

McNeil Lowry, "The University and the Creative Arts".
Educational Theatre Journal. Vol. XIV (May 1962) p. 108.
^W.

8

within its midst, the disappearance of the
independent conservatory would mean the elimination of a traditional
educational choice for the aspiring professional musician.
Even

if a conservatory could be viable within the context
of a uni-

versity, the conservatory atmosphere would undoubtedly be

changed somewhat by being a part of a multi-purpose environment.

Objective studies comparing independent conservatories

with university music schools have mostly served to illustrate
the similarities between the two.^®

But the art of music (as

differentiated from the craft) is subjective.

The craft may

very well be learned in an intellectual environment.

It can

even be measured.
But the development of innate talent, the artistry of a

musician, has traditionally flourished with greater ease within the environment of which Lowry speaks.

Further, the degree

of artistry cannot be measured in objective terms.

It has

its own pace and flavor and is expressed in highly individual

ways.

The independent conservatory has the capability of con-

trolling its environment.

With its single purpose, it can

indulge its own values fairly freely.

The university music

^®It is interesting to note that virtually all relevant
comparative studies considered almost exclusively the measurable aspects of the two types of educational programs and
thus found so few differences between the two.

9

school, on the other hand, needs to separate
itself from the

value-system of the university in order to hold its highly
individualistic character.

For, as Ernst Roth observes;

Intellect knows no individuality. Where intellect reigns, everything personal and individual
^^^ishes from the art of music, disappears in
this much vaunted objectivity.^^
Besides artistry, though, one mark of the American-trained

performer is his intelligent re-creation of a variety of musical styles which some feel requires broader artistic education.

While president of the New England Conservatory, Gun-

ther Schuller explained this position:
Pure virtuosity just isn't very interesting any
more. What we want today is the total musician,
someone who knows in his head the background, the
artistic overview, of the music he is performing.
Our curriculum has changed, most of all, to develop the intelligence, the conscience, of the
musician. We give that musician a thorough awareness of the nature of all music. ^2

Although few musicians would argue with Schuller's goals,
there is disagreement over how they should be achieved.

Alan Rich is a proponent of a strong liberal arts education alongside musical training.

In fact, he does not believe

that anyone can perform the music of Debussy without a thor-

The Business of Music
^^Ernst Roth.
1969), p. 226.
versity Press,

.

(N.Y.: Oxford Uni-

^^Gunther Schuller as quoted by Alan Rich in "Gunther
Schuller: Musician of the Month", Musical America April,
,

1976. p.

6.

10

ough study of the paintings of Manet and Renoir
nor can a
singer perform the songs of Schubert adequately
without having been steeped in the poetry of Goethe.
In short,

he sees

a college education as vital to the performer,

composer, and

teacher
other hand, Paul Henry Lang, the noted musicologist, has said that:

pseudo-scholarship is the fateful consequence of
the indiscriminate mixing of university and conservatory. 14
Those who would attempt to make some sense out of this
picture, and to analyze the adequacy of both the education of

these contemporary musicians and workability of the new structures are faced with this confounding element: the unique nature of musical education, unlike most other disciplines, in

requiring conceptual, intellectual, physical, and affective
talent.

In turn, these necessities require a far longer time

span for development than just four years of college; the

average musician undergoes a ten- to twenty-year training

period which usually begins during the elementary school years
But after all these years of concentrated effort, the outcome
is often disappointing.

With competition in performance op-

l^Alan Rich.
Careers and Opportunities in Music
1964), pp. 27-28.
E. P. Dutton,
^^Paul Henry Lang as quoted by Lowry, op

.

cit

,

.

p.

(N.Y.:

108

11

portunities so severe, many possessors
of performance degrees
find that they have to move into
peripheral areas of the music field
areas for which they often have no
specific training.
A recent survey of alumni from a leading
independent
conservatory showed that only 37.6 per cent of
the respondents were employed as full-time musicians and
28.1

—

per cent

as part-time ones.^^

Even those who are able to find full-

time work as performers are often disillusioned by
the real-

ities of the profession.

The essence of the following quota-

tion has been heard many times by the author.

When I was six years old I started talking violin
lessons; my mother and my teacher thought I was
a genius
a Mischa Elman, at least, if not another Heifetz.
Sometimes I hated the violin when
I was a kid, but I have to admit now that most of
the time I liked it.
The worst thing was not
playing with the other kids when I wanted to. Every day after school I had to come home and practice before I did my homework.
I never got to
play ball, hang around with the other kids, or
chase girls. My mother got the principal to excuse me from phys. ed. on account of hurting my
hands. Anyhow, I spent most of Saturday going
into town for my lesson. My father borrowed to
get me my first violin, and we all saved to pay
off the loan. When that was paid, he borrowed
to get me a better fiddle.
My teacher got me into a good music school, even before I finished
high school. When I got out, he recommended me
for a job with a big orchestra.
Passing my audition and getting that job was the realization
of my childhood ambitions and my parents', too.
The kid next door played ball, hung around with
the others, chased girls, and went to med school.
^

—

^^Alumni Board of the New England Conservatory,
Alumni Questionnaire".

"1975

12

Now he’s a doctor driving a Cadillac, making
rifty, sixty thousand a year, while I
get a
quarter of that, working sixty, seventy hours
a week --'playing, rehearsing, traveling
away
trom home, and practicing
while I take orders from a sadistic egomaniac whose knowledge
of music wouldn't fill my little fingernail.
And when I'm sick, what do I do? I go to see
my friend, the doctor, sit around in his waiting room for a couple of hours he spends three
minutes with me and charges me fifty bucks... 16

—
.

;

The investment in pre-professional musical training is

enormous both for the individual and for the institution. One
of the areas discussed most reluctantly by music school admin-

istrators and faculty is career counseling and placement.

Jacques Barzun wonders whether or not it may be almost "immoral" to encourage young people to pursue music as a career.
He suggests a re-definition of amateur and professional and
a reorientation of education in accordance with these re-def-

initions 17
.

.

.

Leopold Mannes is also concerned about this matter.

He

suggests that educational institutions involved with musical

training re-evaluate their programs in order to meet the present and future needs of students.

But rather than re-defin-

ing amateur and professional, he suggests that efforts be made

16

1973

)

Ind.

;

Philip Hart.
,pp. 461-462.

Orpheus in the New World

.

(N.Y.; Norton,

^^Jacques Barzun. Music in American Life (Bloomington,
Indiana University Press, 1969), p. 47.
.

13

to train music students for jobs that
they might reasonably

find upon graduation along with their desired
performance

training
There is a question, however, of how broad the
training

can be in a single-purpose institution such as a
conservatory.
To this end, a relationship with a university could
offer more

options to students.

On the other hand, there is a question

about how suitable is the environment of the university for
such specialized training which involves a different kind of

temperament and attitude from the usual university program.
In the end despite the growth of music, the rise in the

status of musicians, and the proliferation of training options,
the conservatories are rather left behind in the race.

ically, the reason is as much economic as anything.

Iron-

Few train-

ing programs cost more than a musical education with its one-

to-one pupil-teacher ratio, its need for special arrangements,
and the cost of administering individual programming required.
As universities drain off many of the students who earlier

would have chosen the conservatory, the conservatory's budget
has increasingly gone out of balance.

At the turn of the cen-

tury, there were over forty independent conservatories.

Now

^^Leopold Mannes. "Changing Patterns in Music Education."
Feb., 19 59
p. 20.
Musical America,
r

14

there are probably less than a dozen major
ones.^^

And the

continuing existence of the survivors is debatable.

A review of the relevant literature shows that
a conceptual framework adequate to consider subjective
questions relating to the atmosphere of a music school does not
really
exist.

Everett/ Timm/ in his study/ dwells on technical and

measurable intellectual knowledge of music.

He compiled a

list of competencies which are generally accepted by schools
of music in this country.

Reginald Fink studied ten music schools best known for
their production of orchestral musicians.

were independent conservatories.

Four of the schools

By comparing the schools in

the areas of curriculum/ admission procedures/ scheduling/

and staff hiring practices/ he concluded that there was prac-

tically no difference between the independent school and the

university-related school.

However/ in his recommendations

for further research/ he points out the need for further study.

^^Harold
servatories."

Schoenberg. "New Directors Will Realign ConNew York Times Nov. 20/ 1977/ p. 17.

C.

,

"Training Requirements of Musical Car^^Everett Timm.
dissertation/ Eastman School of
Ph.D.
(Unpublished
eers."
Music of the University of Rochester)/ 1948.

15

determine whether there are
factors in the productive atmosphere
of a conservatory which must be transplanted to
the university school of music to insure
productivity 21
.

In a more recent study by Norman
Hannewald, administra-

tive functioning in four types of music
units are examined.

Although Hannewald points out some differences,
as well as
similarities, between the different models, the reader

is left

to infer the effect these differences have on
the training

®^vironment.

However, he does suggest that;

Because of the current social acceptance of college degrees and programs in music, it is recommended that a review of traditional posture toward and interpretation of some academic programs
and curricula be made.22

Although formal studies of music schools seem to stay
clear of unmeasurable issues, some musicians and educators
have been reasonably vocal in their concern about the university encroachment in the area of training musicians.

Manfred Bukofzer, the noted musicologist, made several
observations about the problems a university faces in taking
on the role of preparing musicians.

He obseirves that musi-

cians grow in varying time-spans and at their own paces. These

^^Reginald H. Fink.
"The Education of Orchestral Musiof
Productive Schools of Music and the
cians
An Examination
Effects of Administrative Patterns on their Courses of Study.”
(Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation. University of Oklahoma, 1967),

—

p.

104.

^^Norman Hannewald. "Administrative Functioning of Member
Institutions of the NASM. " (Unpublished Ed.D. dissertation,
Indiana University, 1974), p. 104.

16

may come into conflict with university
requirements.

He is

critical of the Bachelor of Music degree which
he feels cannot prepare someone either as a competent
performer or as a

liberally-educated person.

Thus, he points to the inevitable

conflict between professional and academic requirements
and
sees the result as a watering down of both.^^
Only W. McNeil Lowry, then Director of the Ford Founda-

tion Program in the Humanities and the Arts, attempts to come
to grips with some of these subjective questions.

And he does

not confine his concern to music but includes all the arts.
He wonders "whether the university can change the environment

in one part of its campus while holding its traditional at-

mosphere in another.

This environment, which he describes

as "Spartan", is a necessary distortion of the primary objec-

tive of a university

He views this as a key factor, diffi-

.

cult to achieve.
The concentration of courses and the selection of
students and faculty, though difficult, are probably more feasible than the creation of that intangible atmosphere of professionalism. .. 26

^^Manfred Bukofzer. The Place of Musicology in American
Institutions of Higher Education. (N.Y.; Liberal Arts Press,
1957)

^^Lowry. op. cit
^^

Ibid

.

26 Ibid.

,

p.

109

.

,

p.

107.

17

This thesis takes as a starting
point that there is a
difference between the conservatory and
the university school
of music; that W. McNeil Lowry's
phrase, "intangible spirit",
comes as close as anything to capturing
this subjective substance; and that the concept of "institutional
identity" be-

gins to define the idea of an "intangible spirit".

Identity is then further explained through three
areas
of practice;

1)

how the music unit projects its identity to

the world at large;

2)

how the administration maintains its

separate musical identity; and
indicate identity

.

3)

how musical criteria can

Then these variables as present in three

different musical institutions are examined and analyzed.
1.

The independent conservatory; The New England Con-

servatory of Music.
2.

The affiliated conservatory; The Cleveland Institute

of Music which has a "joint program" with Case Western Reserve

University.
3.

The university school of music; The Eastman School

27

Hannewald identifies four types of music units; "1)
Conservatories and schools of music
independent institutions, though often having affiliation with a degree-granting
as profescollege. 2) Conservatories and schools of music
sional schools or divisions of larger institutions. 3) Divisions of music
within larger institutions. 4) Departments of
within a college or a larger institution." op. cit
music
p. 5. (Divisions of Music and Departments, although often providing a fine performance training are seen by this author as
holding a less central view of music and are therefore omitted
from this study.)

—

—

—

—

.
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of Music at the University of Rochester.

members of the National Association of Schools
of Music.

All are urban schools. 28

All have long histories

for American schools, and have established
reputations in the

field of musical performance training.

All have a central

purpose of preparing musicians for the profession.

Although these schools offer programs in areas such as
music education, research, composition, and conducting, the
training for performance will be used as the focus of discussion.

Composers and conductors usually begin as performers,

and it is the performance of music which is central to the

profession.

Further, the reputation of a music school is usu-

ally based on its success in training performers as well as
its noted performing faculty.

This study assumes the following:
1.

That although the field of music has become more com-

plex, the basic requirements for a sound musical training have

not really changed.
2.

That the value systems of the conservaotry and the

university are different.
Background for this discussion is provided by three chap-

28j^usic schools in New York City have been purposely

eliminated from this study because of the effect of the unique
environment of that city itself upon its schools.
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ters.

Chapter II deals with the changing roles and
status of
serious musicians over time. Chapter III is
concerned with
the differing attitudes of musicians and academics.
After
examining these attitudes and their probable causes,
.

a typo-

graphy of musical training is drawn up in Chapter IV.

The en-

which spawned institutions such as conservatories
and university music schools is discussed as well.

Chapter

V includes a discussion of the tension created by the difference in values between the conservatory and the university.
In Chapter VI the three schools are examined in the light of

the previous chapter.

clusions

Chapter VII includes a summary and con-

.

In other words, this thesis will attempt to provide some

light on the following questions
1.

What is unique about the training of musical perform-

2.

What values need to be maintained by a music school

ers?

in order to provide sound performance training?
3.

What are the key factors of "institutional identity"

which need to be preserved should a music school be aligned

with a university?
4.

Can these key factors be preserved in an affiliation

situation?
5.

If these factors can be preserved, how is it managed?

CHAPTER

I

I

THE MUSICIAN'S ROLE
The musician deals with sound, its organization
and production. Although style may change over time,
sound is the

one constant of which he can be sure.
his personal expression.

This is the medium of

Along with style, the musician's

role and society's expectation of him have changed in
recent

history
The history of Western music and musicians was first

chronicled by the Christian church which put both to good use
for carrying out its liturgy.

Thus, the church became the

first great patron of musicians in recent history to be followed secondarily, but concurrently, by the court.

The mas-

ter musicians of church and court were expected to play an

instrument or instruments, compose, and direct performances.

Telemann describes his duties at Eisenach as follows:
Until now I could have been compared to the cook
who has many pots on the stove but serves from
only one at a time
But now I was to serve everything at once
to show my knowledge of various instruments and my ability with voice and
pen.
The original intention at Eisenach was to
install only an instrumental ensemble, the members of which were chosen by Herr Pantaleon Hebenstreit whom I can never praise enough, and to
I had to
whom I was assigned as concert master.
play the violin and other instruments both at
table in the chamber, while Hebenstreit bore the
He also fiddled in the chamber,
title, director.
and was heard on his admirable cembalon. But
after His Grace, the Duke, had found pleasure in
some church cantatas which I had sung alone, a
chapel was started, and I was ordered to contract

—
.
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toe necessary singers who had
also to
violinists, upon their arrival I was double as
appointed
^“"tinuing my former
auties. .Since I composed everything
dutier°‘'knL’'l®r®“"®
for all per^
contributions by him [Hebenstreitj), one can easily imagine how
much I
must have written.^
.

Along with composing, performing, and
directing, teaching was also a common duty.
Johann Sebastian Bach's
final

post as the cantor of the Thomas-Schule at
Leipzig included
instruction of the boys at the school in both vocal
and in-

strumental music, as well as being in charge of the music
at
both of the principal churches. The contract also
stipulated
that Bach not undertake any duties at the university without
the council's permission and that he also obtain permission
to go out of town for any reason.^

tury

During the eighteenth cen

a musician was "in service" no matter what his artistic

,

abilities might have been.

The infringement upon artistic

freedom was felt strongly by Mozart during his unfortunate
tenure with the Archbishop of Salzburg.
...Oh, had I but known that I should be in Vienna
during Lent, I should have written a short oratorio and produced it in the theatre for my benefit.
.How gladly would I give a public concert, as is
the custom here.
But I know for certain that I
.

^Sam Morgenstern, ed.
theon, 1956),
pp. 40-41.

Composers on Music,

(N.Y.: Pan-

(N.Y.
^Hans T. David and Arthur Mendel. The Bach Reader
91-92.
W. W. Norton, 1966), "Bach's Final Undertaking", pp.
,
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should never get permission to do
so
for iust
there
is
a
society
in^Vi^n^°
in
Vienna which gives concerts for
the
benefit
of the widows of musicians, at
which every promusician plays gratis ... No virtuoso
who has any love for his neighbor,
his services, if the society asks refuses to give
him to do so.
Besides, in this way he can win the
favour both
of the ^peror and of the public.
Starzer was
comissioned to invited me and I agreed at once,
adding, however, that I must first obtain
the con^hich I had not the slightest
doubt that he would give
it was a matter of
rate a good work, for which I
would get no fee. He would not permit me to
take
part.

—

—

As the eighteenth century drew to a close,
this status

of servant began to pall as the musician saw
himself more

clearly as an artist.

About that same stay in Vienna, Mozart

wrote
We lunch about twelve o'clock, unfortunately somewhat too early for me. Our party consists of the
two valets, that is, the body and soul attendants
of His Worship, the controleur, Herr Zetti, the
confectioner, the two cooks, Caccarelli, Brunetti
and
my insignificant self. By the way, the two
valets sit at the top of the table, but I at least
have the honour of being placed above the cooks.

During the nineteenth century, the musician had no doubt
of his status as an independent artist.

Patronage began to

decline, or at least change form as the rising middle class

began to partake of musical life.

Public concerts were on

3

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. Mozart's Letters trans. and
(Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1968), Letter to
his father from Vienna 24-28 March 1781. pp. 158-159.
,

ed. by Eric Blom,

^Ibid. Letter to his father 17 March 1781. p. 158.
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the rise, end thus musical performance
was no longer the sole
domain of church and court. Musicians
became entrepreneurs

composing on commission for the aristocracy,
performing in
public as well as salons, and teaching privately.

The lack

of a steady income

musician felt he

(which was rarely up to the standard the

deserved even in the days of church and

court patronage)^ along with the musician's withdrawal from
his foinner service orientation, placed him somewhat apart

from the rest of society.
As the nineteenth century progressed in Europe, the eccen-

tricities of an artist were not only acceptable, but expected.
His life-style was less regulated from the outside.

No long-

er in uniform, his appearance took on an individual flavor.

Originality became his norm.

And yet, the realities of mak-

ing a living became foreground rather than background.

Al-

though the musician no longer had to compose and perform on

demand and had a wider audience for his work, he had somehow
to disseminate his art for renumeration.

Very often what he

wanted to write or perform was not what the public was willing
to pay for.

Until the nineteenth century, music was composed

^In Bach's request for dismissal from his post in Mulhausen he states "There are, at present, hardly any signs that
in the future a change may take place... to which I would humbly add that, however simple my manner of living, I can live
but poorly, considering the house rent and other most necessp. 60.
ary expenses." David and Mendel, op cit
;

.

.

,
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for immediate consumption

—

a cantata for the Sunday
service

a trio for the Prince's entertainment
at dinner.

in the nine-

teenth century, however, the musician wrote
more for himself
than for a specific event. Works were
often longer and on a
larger scale, and thus the time lag between
the act of crea-

tion and publishing or perfoinning was greater.
The entrepreneurial role of the musician was a
difficult

one in view of his artistic sensibilities.

He saw himself as

raised, not only above the servant class, but above the mer-

cantile class as well.

But Beethoven's

wranglings with his

publishers are like a street peddler's whines.
hated the whole process.

He certainly

However, this never stopped him

from being hard-headed in business matters, even though he
thought of himself as above such matters.
...unpleasant business; I call it so because I
wish that it could be done differently in this
world.
There should be only a single Art Exchange in the world; the artist would simply
send his works there, to be given as much as he
needs; as it is, one has to be half-merchant on
top of everything else, and how badly one goes
about it!^
The business side of composition has always led a rocky

path and does to this day.

Although we lionize composers of

the past, most of their public was more interested in their

^Ludwig van Beethoven. Beethoven: Letters, Journals, and
Conversations trans. and ed. by Michael Hamburger (Garden
City; Doubleday- Anchor 1960), pp. 16-17.
,

,
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performances,

Beethoven may have been rude and unkempt,
but
he was sought after as a pianist in
the salons of

Vienna. His

public's desire was to be entertained by his
exciting performances.

His desire was to obtain commissions for
future com-

positions.

But it must be noted that he was an invited
guest

at the homes of the aristocracy and ate at their
table, unlike

Mozart who ate with the cooks.
The musician found himself working hard to close this

gap between what he wanted and what the public wanted.

Part

of it was achieved through teaching those with leisure to pur-

sue music as an avocation.

The musician had also widened his

sphere of interests to include the other arts, especially lit-

erature and poetry.

In this essay "On Beethoven's Music to

Egmont", Franz Liszt describes how musicians were just begin-

ning to be recognized as people with intellectual abilities
.

and interests besides musical proficiency.

n

By mid-century in Europe, music was well-established as
an art more than a craft, and musicians were considered as

artists.

Thus Chopin's amazement at the attitude of the Eng-

lish when he visited them in 1848.

Art here means painting, sculpture, and architecture.
Music is not an art, and is not called
art; if you say "an artist", an Englishman understands the word as meaning a painter, archi-

7

Morgens tern, op. cit

.

p.

167.
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ect or sculptor. Music is a profession,
not an
art, and no one speaks or writes of
any musician
as an artist, for in their language
and customs
It IS something else; it is a professio
n.
Ask
any Englishman, and he will tell you so.
.No
doubt it is the fault of the musicians, but try
to correct such things
These queer folk play
for the sake of beauty, but to teach them decent
things is a joke.°
.

1

Along with artistry, the issue of musical taste came to
the fore, and identification of serious music versus popular
and folk music became apparent.

Differentiations in the roles of musicians also became
apparent.

The technical demands of nineteenth centry music

on the performer became greater.

Many musicians confined their

work to virtuoso performance with composition taking a secondary place or being ignored altogether.

Certainly, immediate

fame was more possible for an accomplished virtuoso.

As or-

chestras grew in size toward the end of the eighteenth century, orchestral direction moved from the keyboard player to
a conductor standing in front of the orchestra.

The orches-

tra itself moved from the cramped pit to the stage, and the

demands on the techniques of orchestral players required more

concentration on performing ability.

By the end of the nine-

teenth century, a performer who was also a composer was considered as having a dual role.

^Ibid.

Conservatories, which had
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sprung up in the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries in Europe, began to treat these
roles as separate disciplines
.

As aristocratic patronage of the arts
declined, the pub-

lic began to take over that function.

With the French Revol-

ution, the old social order broke up and
aristocratic fortunes

were no longer capable of supporting the kinds of
musical ac®^ 3 oyed in the past.

Although aristocratic patrons

continued to contribute to artistic endeavors, they no longer

subsidized them completely.

Concerts became public affairs,

and along with public subscriptions, funds from taxation be-

gan to be used for cultural events in Europe.^

For the most

part, composers still had to rely on individual commissions

or publishing.

Teaching, both privately and in the conser-

vatories, was a source of income to both composers and performers

.

The performance of serious music began to take hold in
the United States in the mid-nineteenth century.

Amateur and

semi-professional choral societies and orchestras began to
flourish in the industrialized and commercially active cities.
The growth of such cities as New York, Boston, and Philadel-

phia brought European immigrants, some of them musicians.

^Henry Raynor. Music and Society Since 1815
Schocken Books, 1976) pp. 1-2.
,

.

(N.Y.:
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Many of these musicians found performing work
in theaters,
and they also taught privately.
some of these orchestral
players banded together to form co-operative orchestras.

The

arrangements of one such orchestra, the Philharmonic Orchestra of New York, established in 1842, are described by
Raynor:
The original members of the orchestra created a
self-governing organization, employing a salaried
conductor whom they elected, and paying a librarian; the members divided the profits of the concerts among themselves at the end of each session,
all members taking equal shares. Thus, the concerts were necessarily a spare— time occupation of
the players, who continued to depend for their
livelihood on their work in the theatres. The orchestra met only at rehearsals or concerts, and
necessary business discussions consumed the exisous rehearsal time, so that players not attracted
by business discussions often did not bother to
attend... The orchestra originally gave membership
to any musicians who wanted it... Its audience,
most of the member subscribers whose advance payments made the whole operation possible, was both
fashionable and generous but it did not provide
sufficient money to entice good players from Europe.
Nor were the musical ambitions of the audience as high as those of the orchestra, so that
the quality of the programmes had to be diluted
to win audiences sufficient to support the concerts.
,

Eventually, however, the American taste for serious music became more discriminating.

European immigrants who formed

the Germania Orchestra in mid-century toured the Eastern cities and went as far west as St. Louis.

About the same time,

Louis Jullien brought some members of his London orchestra to

10 Ibid.

p.

165.
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tour in cities from Boston to New
York.^^

Attendance at these

concerts was a social as well as a
cultural event.

Wealthy Americans, ever so impressed by
imported culture,
established the Metropolitan Opera House in
1883.

Here the

greatest European stars would "sing, and America
would have the
same cultural prestige as Milan or Vienna. 12
This venture was
launched with no financial support from the government.
In

fact, the professional orchestras which were formed
in the

1880 's and '90's were founded and supported by individual
en-

trepreneurs such as Henry Lee Higginson of Boston who almost

single-handedly supported the Boston Symphony from its inception in 1881 until his death in 1919.^^
Dvorak, during his visit to America in 1895, applauded
the public support of schools, universities, libraries, mus-

eums, hospitals and parks in this country.

But he expressed

dismay at the lack of support for music, although he noted the
few excellent musical societies, orchestras and the opera com-

pany in New York.

He compared this new world scene with the

princely patronage of music in the old world even mentioning
the state support of the arts in Switzerland.

165-166.

^^Ibid.

pp.

^^Ibid.

P-

167.

^^Ibid.

P-

168.
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The great American republic alone, in
its national government, as well as in the
several
governments of the States, suffers art and music to go without encouragement.
Trades and
commerce are protected, funds are voted away
for the unemployed, schools and colleges
are
endowed, but music must go unaided, and be content if she can get the support of a few private individuals, 14

Dvorak's view was perhaps slightly exaggerated regarding
the extent to which the old world supported music,
but he saw

the differences of sources of support between the old world

and the new.

American's aristocracy was the moneyed elite,

^sp^oneurs in business and their wives.

He saw America as

it was at the end of the nineteenth century, and not the pro-

cess it had gone through to get there.

The time had finally

come, in part, of which John Adams wrote:
I must study politics and war that my sons may
have the liberty to study mathematics and philosophy... in order to give their children a right
to study painting, poetry, and music. 15

Dvorak came to the new world scene at a time when some

Americans had earned their leisured pleasures.

They looked

to Europe, and to whose Europeans who enjoyed leisure activi-

ties for the sources of cultural pastimes.

German instrumen-

talists supplied their orchestras and Italian singers their

^^Morgenstern. op. cit

.

,

p.

261.

Letters of John Adams Addressed to His
Wife , Vol. II ed., Charles Frances Adams (Boston: Charles
C. Little & James Brown, 1841), letter #78 p. 68.

^^John Adams.

.
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opera companies.

According to Nicolas Slonimsky, opera
was

the most important social event for
late nineteenth century

Americans

Although the repertoire and performers in
American opera
houses and symphony halls were, for the most
part,
European,

the institutional structures were uniquely American.

Co-op-

erative orchestras like the Philharmonic Orchestra of
New York
and individually-supported orchestras, like the Boston
Symph-

ony evolved into organizations backed by a number of contributors.

In present times, these contributors include founda-

tions, corporations, and even the federal and state govern-

ments.

Helen M. Thompson of the American Symphony Orchestra

League sees this development as
i^ef lecting
the changes in the nation's economic
format
first the amassing of great personal
fortunes, next the growth of tax structures that
place restrictions on such fortunes, and as personal incomes become smaller, the gradual assumption of voluntary financial responsibility for
cultural affairs by the general citizenry, business, and industry.
[

—

]

Early opera ventures in this country may have been prime
social occasions for a wealthy elite, but instrumental music

^^Nicolas Slonimsky. "The Plush Era in American Concert
Life", in One Hundred Years of Music in America ed. by Paul
Henry Lang, (N.Y.; G. Schirmer, 1961), p. 110.
,

Helen M. Thompson, "The American Symphony Orchestra"
in Lang, op cit
pp. 36-37.
.

.

,
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in America from its inception has
had a broader mission and
appeal
The orchestra initiated many policies
and activiresulted in new and varied services to
t greatly widened
a
public.
The orchestra's "corporate image" was changed from that of
being pri^ concert-giving organization with
emphasis
still on exclusivity" to that of being
a cultural
coimunity institution devoted to concert-giving
ar^ a wide variety of educational and entertainment activities which appealed to and met the
needs
of a broad public, representative of all
ages, all
social, economic, and educational levels.
Thus, the symphony orchestra became the focus of
serious

music in America.

It had the potential of steady employment

for performers depending on the length of season it was
able
to maintain.

The orchestra also lent an aura of respectibil-

ity to the player.

During the last half of the nineteenth century, the Am-

erican musician was employed primarily on a part-time basis.
The need for a central hiring headquarters, regulation of pay

and the growing labor movement all contributed to the forma-

tion of local unions of musicians.

Some of the early unions

attempted to confine their memberships to first-rank and high
ly skilled players.

But the nature of an occupation which

included part-time as well as full-time employment made this

virtually impossible.

^^ Ibid .

pp.

,

38-39.

^^Philip Hart, Orpheus in the New World (N.Y.: W. W.
Norton, 1973)
p. 99.
,

,
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P'^ofessionalism played
tant part xn early disputes within a very importhe musician's
unions.
There was, on the one hand, a faction
that looked upon their activity as an
artistic
profession distinguished from the common labor
then in the process of unionization. Others
that the economic hazards of employment were felt
such
as to justify alliance with the broader
growth of
such national labor organizations as the Knights
of Labor and Samuel Gomper's American Federation
of Labor.
By 1896 the American Federation of Musicians was
organi-

zed under the American Federation of Labor.

By 1904, most

orchestral musicians in the United States were under AFM jurisdiction.

With the advent of recordings, sound films, tel-

evision, and radio, the union has worked hard to perpetuate
the use of live music in a variety of ways as well as to claim
a

portion of the profits from such enterprises for its play-

ers.

The other chief musical associations (American Guild of

Musical Artists, Broadcast Music Incorporated, and the American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers) have served

their constituents in similar ways.

Whereas the nineteenth

century musician saw himself as an independent artist, the

twentieth century musician sees himself as an "artist-profes-

20lbid.

,

99

p.

^^"Between 1896 and 1928, the AFM grew from 4,000 members
in 26 locals to 146,421 members in 790 locals, the high point
before a decline to 101,111 members in 675 locals in 1934.
After that, despite the general shrinking of musical employment, the AFM grew steadily to 300,000 members in 650 locals
in 1971."
Ibid.
pp. 102-103.
,
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sional".

He belongs to at least one
professional association,

and works with an array of agents,
managers, media technicians,
and others who constitute the total
musical performance complex

Dvorak lauded the enthusiasm and eagerness
of his American students at the close of the nineteenth
century.
I have come to the conclusion that this
youthful
enthusiasm and eagerness to take up everything is
the best promise for music in America. The same
opinion, I remember, was expressed by the director of the conservatory in Berlin, who, from his
experience with American students of music, pre~
dieted that America within twenty or thirty years
would become the first musicial country. 22

prediction has indeed come to pass, not only because
of ri^tive enthusiasm, but also because of the continued influx

of great musicians from Europe during this century.
to go abroad for training has long since passed.

The need

Our opera

companies and symphony orchestras are mainly staffed with Americans trained in America.
The American public's attitude to musicians has become

more positive in recent times.

A 1974 survey conducted by the

National Research Center of the Arts

(an

affiliate of Louis

Harris Associates) found that 55 per cent of the public reg-

istered "a great deal" of respect for musicians compared with

22 Morgens tern.

op.

cit

.

p.

259.
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46 per cent for bankers and
45 per cent for businessmen. ^3

The survey also showed that only
one in five Americans would
be opposed to a career in the
arts for their children.
This
is certainly a contrast to attitudes
of former times.

Jacques

Barzun describes public attitudes about
musicians in the 1920 ’s
...untutored popular sentiment regarded the playing
of music as the occupation of wretched
professionals and scheming young ladies.
The schoolboy trundling his violin was a sissy
in proof of which a
friend of mine had his violin destroyed before his
eyes by a gang of his pals.
The grown man at the
piano was a long-haired animal of dubious habits and
no social standing.
Whenever in the midst of normal society a family was known to play or sing, afrom churchly uses, it was explained as a guirk
of a congenital trait for which they could not be
blamed: ''They're musical, you know, but very nice."
So might others be vegetarians or color blind. 24

—

The reasons for this shift in attitude are many and var-

Electronic media have contributed by giving music wider

ied.

exposure.

Music in the schools, which often includes visiting

^^tists, has helped to bring not only music, but musicians

themselves, closer to people at an early age.

The music in-

dustry shows that more and more Americans are involved with

music as an avocation.

Further, the excessive and eccentric

behavior of many of the nineteenth century musical artists has

National Research Center for the Arts, Inc., "Americans
and the Arts", (Tulsa, Okla.
ACA Publications, 1974), p. 11.
:

(Bloomington,
Jacques Barzun, Music in American Life
Indiana University Press, 1969), pp. 15-15.
,

Ind.

;
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for the most part been abandoned by
serious musicians in the
twentieth.
Today's musicians look and act like
most of their

professional neighbors.
Musicians today think of themselves as
professionals.
Harvard Dictio nary of Music under the heading
"Profession
of Music", lists three major areas; I
Teaching, II
,

Performing,

and III "Various other activities [which] are
open to professional musicians"

.

Although occupational activities are

described, a definition of professionalism is absent.

To most

musicians, the word "professional" implies a high level of
competence.

The cellist, Janos Starker, puts it this way:

^

I
still a full believer in professionalism,
which means that a professional should be able
to sing and should be able to play his instrument and should be able to play jazz or symphony or opera and what not. 26

Starker expands the competency areas from mere technical
skill to an understanding of various styles and the ability
of a true professional to render these styles successfully.

There are many so-called amateurs who would fit the above description.

Common usage of the word "professional" as applied to

Second Edition,
25vfilli Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music
(Cambridge, Mass,: Harvard University Press, 1973), pp. 695-696.
,

^

^Morris Risenhoover and Robert Blackburn, Artists as
Professors, (Urbana, 111.: University of Illinois Press, 1976),
p.

183.
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musicians -would ascribe vocation or occupation,
as opposed to
avocation, to the definition as well. The
professional musician declares himself as such whether his
employment is fulltime in an orchestra, or part-time in a variety of
jobs.

The twentieth century musician's view of himself as a

professional is closer to the mark now than in former times.
His attitudes and activities seem to fit the general defini-

tions

.

Two traits, conspicuous because they seem to be
found in all definitions, are sociologically central, because they are deteminants of the others
...These two are (1) prolonged specialized training in a body of abstract knowledge; and (2) a
collectivity or service orientation. 27

With the exception of dancers, musicians have the longest training period of any occupation.

Furthermore, it begins

long before the undergraduate college years and usually ex-

tends beyond them.

Most musicians work exclusively in a col-

lective environment, and the performance is viewed as being
a service by some.

However, there are those who would exclude musicians

from the professional status.

According to Harold Wilensky,

there is a distinct process to professionalism.

It includes

^^william Goode, Professionalism" in "Professions" and
"Non— Prof essions " ed. by Howard Vollmer and Donald Mills,
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J,; Prentice-Hall, 1966), p. 36.
,
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the following steps
1.

becomes a full-time occupation

2.

has its own training school

3.

has a university training school

4.

forms a local professional association

5.

forms a national professional association

6.

obtains a state license law

7.

agrees on a formal code of ethics^S

/

^ith the exception of step number five/ the musician in

America has gone through the entire process.

But Wilensky

further delineates between the professional and the non-professional.

He believes that there are certain norms to which

a professional must adhere.

vice ideal.

One of these norms is the ser-

The professional has to be selfless and imper-

sonal in his dealings with the public.

Another set of norms

involve colleague relations and conduct.
fers to as established professions, e.g.

Using what he re,

law, medicine, the

ministry, Wilensky generalizes about acceptable behavior among

professionals in those fields.

In the narrow scope of Wil-

ensky 's definition the musician is not truly a professional.
His dealings with the public may be impartial, but they are

^^Harold L. Wilensky, "The Professionalization of Everyone?", American Journal of Sociology Vol. LXX, no. 2, Table
,

I,

p.

143.

^^Ibid.

,

pp.

140-141.
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highly personal.

His relationships with his
colleagues are

so variable as to make it
impossible to generalize about them.

Further, the roles of musicians are as
varied as the musicians' behaviors.
There are composers, performers, teachers,
and people who combine two or more of
the above.
Ancilliary
activities in the business side of music as well
as musicological research may be added as well. The clientel
for each
of these activities differs, and so the relationships
between
the professional and the client or clients will depend
on the

roles that are expected.

Talcott Parsons seems more willing to accept the musician as a professional than does Wilensky.

In examining the

roles of musicians, he compares their activities with those
in the sciences.

The parallel between the role of the artist and of
the scientist extends to the structure of the continuum between the "pure” creative artist and the
corresponding types of application. Corresponding
to the professions in which science is applied,
like medicine or engineering, we may distinguish
the performer of sophisticated works of art, who
is himself a trained "professional" ^0
.

Parsons also sees a difference between the scientist and
the musician.

He describes a tension between the two aspects

of a role which demands a high level of technical competence

and at the same time has the goal of stirring up the public.

^^Talcott Parsons, The Social System
The Free Press, 1951), p. 409.

,

(Glencoe, 111.:
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He also notes that the artist has
expressive interests which

can often come into conflict with "a society
where affectively neutral patterns are institutionalized
to such a high degree.

These expressive interests and the ability to communicate with or move the public in musical terms somewhat
des-

cribe the elusive elemtn required for success as a musician.
For the most part, training is technical and can only bring

forth this element if it is already there in the individual.
It cannot be trained in or laid on.

Yet many who have excel-

lent training as well as native talent in the expressive do-

main are unable to maintain themselves as musicians.

Unlike

other professions, the American musical profession has made
no attempt to limit its membership.

Training schools accept

greater numbers of students, the union increases its memberships, and competition is stiff er than ever before.

An occupational handbook from the Bureau of Labor Sta-

tistics warns that:
The difficulty of earning a living as a performer
is one of the facts young people should bear in
mind considering an artistic career. They should,
therefore, consider the possible advantages of
making their art a hobby rather than a field of
work ^ 2
.

^^Ibid.

,

p

.

409

^^Bureau of Labor Statistics, Employment Outlook in the
Performing Arts: Actors, Dancers, Musicians, Singers Bulletin #1450-56 from 1966-67 Occupational Handbook Series, p. 1.
,
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And as already noted in Chapter

I,

Jacques Barzun points

out that:
t, therefore, becomes a question
whether encouraging the young is not perhaps risky to
the point
of immorality
since the abundance of talent released by a prosperous democracy is too great
for
Its powers of consumption, it may be that
we should
revise our idea of the musical life, redefine amateur and professional in keeping with the facts
unfolding before our eyes, and reorient education
accordingly.
.

.

.

Richard LeBlond puts the question still another way:

^e

traditional methods of training still of value
in preparing the young professional for the bureaucratized milieu in which he must function?^^
The musician has had to deal with bureaucracies since

his service in the church.

But today the artist is involved

with bureaucrats of his own making: union leaders, arts managers, agents, publicists, copyright and performing rights

lawyers.

These actors perform in ways identical to those des-

cribed by Weber as "bureaucratic management"

.

"Precision,

speed, unambiguity, knowledge of the files, continuity, dis-

cretion, unity, strict subordination, reduction of friction

03

Barzun, op. cit

.

,

p.

47.

^"^Richard LeBlond, "Professionalism and Bureaucratization
of the Performance of Serious Music in the United States, (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation. University of Michigan, 1968), p. 181

^^Max Weber, From Max Weber: Essays in Sociology trans.
H. H. Gerth and C. Wright Mills, (N.Y.: Oxford Uniand ed.
versity Press, 1972), p. 196.
,

,
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and of material and personal costs

modern musical bureaucratic milieu.

are achieved by the

LeBlond points out that

this has created a tension because the
creative process itself IS not necessarily bureaucratized,
but that the presentation of music to the public has become
increasingly so since
^’7
World War II.

For example, today's orchestral musician is a
member of
the American Federation of Musicians, and he is
governed by
its rules and regulations.

union members.

He may perform only with other

If he is new to the community as well as to

the orchestra, there will be a time period before he can per-

form outside the orchestral context within that local's jurisdiction.

His minimum salary is determined by the union as

well as his maximum number of rehearsal hours without overtime compensation.

The orchestra of which he is a member is

managed not necessarily by the conductor, but by an orchestra
manager who is often in charge of concert arrangements, personnel, and contracts.
a small ensemble,

If he performs as a soloist or with

he will most likely have an agent or artist-

manager who tends to all the details for selling his services
to a concert manager or local impresario.

^^ Ibid .

,

p.

37 LeBlond,

214
op. cit

.

p.

13.

In fact, without
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an artist-manager to sell and
place his services, the soloist
or chamber artist cannot get a
performance in a large or wellknown hall without renting the hall
himself,
other

m

words,

management, of some sort, has taken over
the details of performance which today are more complex
than in the past with
contract negotiations and performing rights
laws.

LeBlond notes that "the trends towards
professionalism
and bureaucratization of so much of the rest of
American life
are being reflected by similar changes in the
field of music

performance.”^®

He also points out "a second or corollary

proposition that the increased professionalization and bureaucratization of the field of music performance has led both
to a presentation of a wider range of repertoire than was pre-

viously possible, and to a higher level of quality of performance 39
Thus, the musician has moved from the station of servant
to artist to artist-professional as his environment and the

demands made on him have changed.

These chages are also ob-

servable in the way musicians have been trained.

The follow-

ing chapter will present an overview of musical training in
the United States.

®®Ibid.
39

Ibid.

,

p.

14

CHAPTER III
OVERVIEW OF PROFESSIONAL MUSICAL EDUCATION
IN AMERICA
Institutions do not exist in a vacuum.

They reflect the

culture of the country and are a response to
its needs.
The
roots of present-day arrangements' for music
education go back
to the Middle Ages where church religious
demands shaped the

training of musicians.

Today in Europe the predominant in-

structional arrangement is secular

- the

conservatory

-

inde-

pendent of other educational institutions as well as the
church.
In the Middle Ages the institutionalization of music

grew out of the Christian Church's need to codify and regulate a functional music for the purpose of carrying out the

liturgy which was sung.

Although the secular realm made use

of the methods of musical notation evolved by church musicians, and some church-trained musicians composed secular music, most of what we know about early Western music was pre-

served by the church.

The seat of literacy, including musi-

cal literacy, was there; and so was musical education.

During the Middle Ages formalized musical education was
The Schola Cantorum (singing

implemented in three ways.

school) and various monastary and cathedral schools prepared

singers

(clergy)

to carry out the liturgy.
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Music, although
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mainly theoretical, was included in the
quadrivium of the
Medieval university in Britain along with
arithmetic,

geome-

try, and astronomy.

Guild schools grew in the merchant class

which concentrated on both composition as well
as performance.
Thus, in the Middle Ages, institutionalized
music moved from

the church, the largest organization which used
music for

functional purposes, to the university, where music was
viewed
as important for the educated man, to the guild schools,
where
tiie

practice of music moved from a service function to enter-

tainment.

But even with this diversification, the church was

the most vital force in the production of music and musicians.
In the Renaissance, yet another institutional arrange-

ment appeared in Italy.

Orphanages called conservator! pro-

vided children with a Christian education, which included musical studies with the hope that the more talented children

would later serve the church.
was claiming more musicians.

At the same time the court

Musicians had enjoyed the pat-

ronage of the court since the Mddle Ages.

Their services

had been used in both the sacred and secular realms in court

chapels and for secular entertainment.

These musicians often

taught members of the court to play an instrument or to compose.

During the Renaissance, and even later, often a young

talented boy would be apprenticed to a master musician to
learn the craft and move from there to the court.

Some musi-

cians served both the church and the court, especially during
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the late seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries.

The church

continued to concentrate on vocal music,
although the reformed church included more instrumental
music.
But
by the end

of the eighteenth century, the
church had ceased to be the
center of musical culture in Europe as
ecclesiastical states

were secularized.
By the nineteenth century, aristocratic
patronage was

on the wane.

The state filled that gap

—

slowly, to be sure

But by the end of the nineteenth century, the role
of the

state with respect to professional artistic endeavors was

clearly defined.

During this time, the great European con-

servatories were formed, the most notable being the Paris

Conservatory (1795) and the Leipzig Conservatory (1843)
state-supported.

,

both

Then and now, these schools are considered

vocational institutions which prepare the musically-gifted
for a profession in music.

The program is flexible, having

no fixed curriculum, but rather offering individual prepara-

tion for fixed examinations.

tendance may vary.
however.

Thus the number of years of at-

An upper age limit is fixed for entrance,

The curriculum is exclusively musical including sub

jects such as harmony, counterpoint, solfege, music history

and literature, composition, conducting, ensemble playing,

and other areas of performing competencies.

It is assumed

that the student has completed his general education before

entrance, enabling him to focus entirely on music.
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During the late nineteenth century,
conservatories based
on European models were founded
in the United States.
But

the soil and climate in which these
models were transplanted
was very different from that of Europe.
It was no longer
1795 or 1843.
And differences between the United States
and
Europe in the last half of the nineteenth
century were con-

siderable.

The musical tradition was not so well established

in America as it was in Europe.

The European schools were

already established before the American Eastern seaboard
cities were truly infused with serious music performed
by pro-

fessional artists.

The country had no background of either

church or aristocratic patronage.

Early professionals in

America were imported from Europe.

Transplanted, they set

the style and determined the taste for serious music on these

shores
The emerging cultural needs of the country were first

apparent in the cities.

Here both wealth and leisure neces-

sitated artistic consumption.

In a culturally diverse and

democratic nation, consumers of serious art and music were
not nobility, but those who had been materially successful

enough to achieve leisure time.

As Toffler points out:

Culture in America was never as tightly monopolized by a few as it was in countries having a
feudal heritage ... three main components of the
There
[American] audience can be identified.
Next there
was, first, the Europe-oriented rich.
were the aliented intellectuals, often bitterly
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critical of what they viewed as a crassly
materialistic society, followed by artists
and wouldbe artists, a small but important
part of the
total.
The audience was also, if we can believe
contemporaneous accounts, heavily female. The
woman traditionally was responsible for bringing culture into the home.
Finally, it was decidedly adult.
The women who wore Paris fashions went to and
supported

concerts; their influence over men in the arena of
manners
and culture in America was more potent than that
of European

women in earlier times.

Their men who made vast fortunes

often turned the excess profits into cultural endeavors.

Af-

ter two hundred years, the American "aristocracy" was not one
of hlood, but of means.

They strove to imitate their earlier

counterparts in Europe in style and culture.
The first major schools for the training of native Amer-

icans were more the results of such individual endeavors than
of real educational planning.

These schools were designed to

imitate the great European conservatories, mostly on the Ger-

man plan.

The influx of German musicians performing in the

cities and teaching the children of the new aristocracy made
this a natural pattern.

But unlike their European counter-

parts, American conservatories were privately supported, either by individual endowments or by larger institutions.

As

music became even more fashionable, some schools were set up

^Alvin Toffler, The Culture Consumers
Books, 1973), pp. 24-25.

,

(N.Y.: Vintage
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as proprietary schools where
the fees covered the cost of

instruction.

New demands for musicians

-

as teachers

lic school curricula expanded to
more music.

-

came as pub-

Normal schools

thus began to include a program for
training music teachers
for those schools. This was another
strand in the American

musical scene which contributed to the proliferation
of musical training
at this point on an egalitarian
level.

Some

conservatories, the New England Conservatory, for example,

were founded with the expressed purpose of providing better
training for public school music teachers alongside of pro-

fessional performance training.

This was a step away from

the European conservatory model which confined itself to com-

position and performance, leaving what teacher training there
was to teacher training schools
At the same time that conservatories were being estab-

lished and music was being taught to prospective public school
teachers in normal schools, music was gaining widespread aca-

demic legitimacy in colleges and universities.
By 1915, music as an academic discipline had been
accepted by colleges and universities across the
United States. Departments, schools, and colleges
of music had evolved into established units within private and public institutions of higher education. All state universities with any degree of
sophistication had such units. Music as culture
and method had blossomed lavishly on campuses;
from extracurricular activities of vocal and instrumental performance music grew to full recog-
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collegiate level for
ment of the performer, historian, the developand educator.
This blossoming was a direct response
to the more egalitarian nature of American society in
general.
Not only was
higher education in America open, to a wider
range of students
in background and ability than in Europe,
but the curriculum
was more open, enabling students in non-music
programs to enjoy artistic involvement.
By including musical performance
as an academic discipline, the American
university took a

step which, to this day, has not been taken in Europe.

There,

the university and the professional school have been clearly

separated.

Here, each has taken on some aspect of the other.

From the beginning, American conservatories included some
studies in the humanities, making them more diverse academi-

cally than their European counterparts.

Thus, the American

university or college by including training similar to the

professional music school, and the conservatory by including
humanities subjects similar. to a liberal arts college, in effect, created a different kind of musical training curriculum

from that of the European schools.^
2

pus

,

Jack Morrison, The Rise of the Arts on the American CamMcGraw-Hill Book Co., 1973), p. 25.

(N.Y.
3

:

This is not to say, of course, that the curriculum or
standards were the same in all early American conservatories
and colleges.
In fact, the diversity was so broad and the
quality so disparate, that definition to music in higher education and a framework for degrees in music did not come until
the formation of the National Association of Schools of Music
in 1927.
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The range of student types was also
broader in America.

While European conservatories took only
aspiring professionals
in composition and performance programs,
the student population in American schools ran the gamut from
young ladies who
were "finishing" school by studying the gentle
art of
music,

to those preparing for school teaching
certificates, to pros-

pective church musicians, to aspiring professionals.
Thus, although the original conservatory model was based

on the European, the student population differed and was
more

diverse, the source of support was primarily private and not

state- supported, and the curriculum was more broad as well.

Further, different types of institutions included the study of

musical performance.

Even the conservatory which maintained

its central purpose as that of training performers and compo-

sers were formed with diverse organizational arrangements in

America.

Three of these nineteenth century arrangements are

categorized by Fitzpatrick:
1.

The conservatory as part of a cultural endeavor, e.g., the Peabody Conservatory of Music
of Baltimore, a division of the Peabody Insti-

tute

.

2.

The conservatory as an integral school of a
college such as the Oberlin Conservatory of
Music of Oberlin College in Ohio.

3.

The independent conservatory, e.g., the New
England Conservatory of Music in Boston.

^Edward John Fitzpatrick, "The Music Conservatory in
(Unpublished Mus.A.D. dissertation, Boston University,
erica"
,

1963), p. 584.
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All three of these schools are in
operation today, and
until 1977, all maintained the same
structural arrangements.^
All three were founded with the European
model in mind. But
in the process of transplantation,
adaptations of European
methodologies were made and American educational
values were
injected.
The desire to train musicians to have wider cultural
and

academic backgrounds as well as to allow liberal arts
students
the benefit of a musical environment is reflected by a
variety of arrangements.

These included relationships with liber-

al arts colleges and universities, or cultural organizations,

all common to American musical professional schools from their

inception.

Even the independent New England Conservatory of

Music has had alliances with various institutions in Boston
since 1872.

The Peabody Conservatory, which was founded as part of
a major cultural endeavor,

the Peabody Institute, began in
4

1857.

Originally the institute planned to have four main un-

its: a library, a lecture series on topics of science, art,

and literature/ an academy of music, and an art gallery.

The

Conservatory, then known as the Academy of Music, was opened
in 1868.

The first catalogue describes the Conservatory's

purpose

^The Peabody Conservatory has affiliated with Johns Hopkins University.
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I

the design of the Founder, "
instruction, under

The conservatory as an integral school
of a college is
well Illustrated by the Oberlin Conservatory,
which emerged
from Oberlin College in 1865. Although
announcement of the

Conservatory was separate from that of the College,
the imP^^*^itly American interchange of the two is apparent
in the

1866 catalogue.

The connection of the School (Conservatory) with
Oberlin College divides the pupils into two classes
A.
Pupils of the Music School only, who
have the full use of all advantages
for instruction and improvement furnished by the School and performances
in connection with it.
B.
Pupils of Oberlin College, who avail
themselves of the advantage of the
School for the study of the piano,
and, as will be required, of harmony.'
:

Like Peabody, Oberlin planned its training program based
on the European model.
The Piano-forte instruction is given on the principles adopted at all the conservatories of Europe, the working of which has been tested and ap-

^Bulletin of the Academy of Music of the Peabody Institute of the City of Baltimore, Sept. 15, 1868, p. 1.
1866

,

"^Course Catalogue of the Oberlin Conservatory of Music,
1
p
.
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proved by the most eminent pianists. At the
weekly rehearsals only works of acknowledged
excellence are produced, the constant performance
and
hearing of which must contribute greatly to the
cultivation of a correct and elevated taste in
the pupils.
The Organ is taught in the most thorough manner, the system used combining the excellence of the Leipzig school and that of A. G. Ritter of Madenburg.8
The

conservatory class— system" of vocal and instrumen-

tal instruction was the particularly European style of teaching these early American conservatories adopted.

A descrip-

tion of this method is found in an early Oberlin Conservatory

Catalogue
Each pupil, on entering the Conservatory, is examined upon those studies which he wishes to pursue,
and assigned to as a class of not more than two or
three pupils of about the same degree of advancement as himself.
Having learned the lesson assigned, each member of
the class plays or sings it before his teacher and
class-mates and whatever remarks or criticisms may
be made, or examples given by the teacher, are
equally beneficial to all. During the enture course,
pupils are kept playing and singing before others,
to give them as much self-control as possible.^
4

Both the Peabody and the New England Conservatory of Music used this class-system but with slightly larger groups.
To support the advantages of this method of instruction, an

early New England Conservatory publication quoted Felix Men-

delssohn
^

;

Ibid.

^Catalogue of the Conservatory of Music, Oberlin College,
1870 - 71 , p. XX.
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An institution such as the Conservatory
has this
advantage over the private instruction of
the
individual, that, by the participation of
several
in the same studies, a true musical
feeling is
awakened and kept fresh among the pupils;
that
industry and spurs on to emulation,
and that it is a preservative against the
onesidedness of education and taste
a tendency
against which every artist,' even in the student
years, should be on his guard.

—

Although this class method of applied instruction was
eventually replaced by individual lessons, "master classes"
have continued as an adjunct to private instruction in varying degrees.

groups

,

But these early class lessons were in small

and the groups met more than once a week

.

The Euro-

pean tutorial system in the universities was similar to this
small class method of teaching applied music.

Thus, although

the European university and music conservatory were totally

separate institutions, the teaching methods were much the
same.

The value of this system in music was seen by the early

American conservatories, and it was adopted because of the
obvious peer learning potential, and because it was decidedly
European.

Along with performance, these schools offered courses in

music theoiry, harmony, counterpoint, and lectures in music
history, analysis, and other aspects of music.

Classes in

Italian were offered by Peabody, and German and French were

^^Calendar of the New England Conservatory of Music,
1868

,

pp. 18 - 21

,
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also included by the New England Conservatory.

With the ex-

ception of the inclusion of programs for teacher
training,
the American conservatories were almost identical
with the

European schools of their times.

The primary curriculum and

method of training performers imitated successful European
plans.

Since the majority of the faculty in early American

conservatories were European or had been trained in Europe,
this transplantation was less difficult to achieve, even

though the founders of these schools were working within America, not the European cultural climate.

However, the founding and organization of music schools
in the United States was not state supported but achieved by

entrepreneurs from the private sector.

The Peabody Institute

was founded and endowed by George Peabody who gave over one

million dollars for its support.

The Oberlin Conseirvatory

was an outgrowth of a privately supported college.

The New

England Conservatory was founded by Eben Tourjee who directed
the school for twenty-five years.

The Cincinnati Conserva-

tory of Music was founded as a proprietary school for women
by Clara Baur.

Although these musical training programs were modeled
on European conservatories and provided a high level of musi-

cal instruction, the American musician was expected to have
a broader

view of the world than his European counterpart.
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The ethos of these schools included the
concept of the "wellrounded musician". The Peabody Conservatory
was only one part
of a cultural institute where students
would have access to
areas beyond music. The Oberlin Conservatory,
although initially a separate academic program, had adjacency
to a liberal
arts college.

The New England Conservatory formed a recipro-

cal arrangement with Boston University in 1872.

An 1877 cat-

alogue describes other arrangements with Chauncy Hall School
and with LaSalle Academy as well.

At the same time, the ac-

ceptance of a conservatory in its midst by Oberlin College
and the early alliance of Boston University with the New Eng-

land Conservatory illustrates an attitude by the academy to

music which is a particularly American phenomenon.

Fitzpat-

rick points out that:
The academic belief of considering music as a cultural discipline, rather than treating it merely
as a praxis, was the method by which music regained
admittance to the liberal arts curriculum. The position of the conservatory on the American college
campus was a paradoxical and dichotomous but nevertheless, honest attempt to fuse college and conservatory for the aims of Musica speculativa and
at the same time, to keep them separated for the
purpose of musica practica
,

,

.

The closer the school moved towards the liberal arts,
the closer education in music moved towards a degree structure.

Further, the desire of some musicians for the academic

11 Fitzpatrick,

op.

cit

.

pp.

296-297.
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acceptance of music as a legitimate field of
study led to the
awarding of degrees in applied music. At
first, the burden
was placed on the student who, in essence,
combined both
a

collegiate liberal arts program with a conservatory
program.
The New England Conservatory - Boston University
arrangement
has been described by Fitzpatrick:

Those who completed the three-year course at the
Conservatory, which required the major instrument
or voice and "Piano, Theory, Composition, the
Lectures on Aesthetics and Music History, and
Italian... received from the University a Diploma".
If these students already held a Bachelor
of Arts degree from any college, however, they
were eligible for a Bachelor of Music degree,
upon passing examinations in English Composition,
History, Literature, a modern language, either
French, German or Italian, Latin or a second modern language, and mathematics

Very few actually completed this college-conservatory
program.

However, it spurred the Conservatory to include more

academic subjects in its offerings to students.

The 1882-83

calendar announced courses in:
Arithmetic, Algebra, Gdometry, Natural Philosophy, Physiology, Botony, Geology, Astronomy, History, Political Economy, Mental Science, Moral
all through three years.
Philosophy and Latin
Classes are organized in each of the above branches whenever a sufficient number of students apply for instruction therein.

—

^^ Ibid

.

,

p.

342

^^Calendar of the New England Conservatory, 1882-83, p.
5-6.
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Although some of these courses were probably never
taught,
their inclusion in the offerings of a conservatory
indicate
the trend towards a "college of music", as the New
England

Conservatory identifies itself today.

The primary aim, how-

ever, was still to train musicians for the profession.

At Ob-

erlin, the "college of music" movement took a somewhat diff-

erent direction.
As the Conservatory became more and more a college
department of music, it changed its continental
policy to train specialists in music, to a college
policy of developing sound scholars out of narrow
musicians.
Henry R. Cleveland's opinion that musical knowledge was more important than musical
performance, targeted the basic and long-lasting
difference between the conservatory and the college department of music.
In 1903, the Oberlin Conservatory designed a Bachelor of

Music degree program which could be earned by those who sat-

isfactorily completed the prescribed course which usually took
five years of study.

This course included musical and academ-

ic subjects, a musical thesis, a public performance, and in-

dividual as well as class lessons in an applied area.

As

other conservatories gradually adopted degree programs alongside their professional diploma programs, the class-system of

applied instruction began to be abandoned.

There was a great

deal of controversy about this, and, to a certain extent, dis-

cussion of the pros and cons of this system still continues.

^^Fitzpatrick, op. cit.

,

pp.

298-299.
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Although the initial phase of American
conservatories
stressed the European system of teachning and

curriculum, they

soon moved towards a broader curriculum.

The impetus for

this movement was given by the structures to which
some of
the music schools were allied.

As academic degrees were in-

troduced, there was no turning back.

Music had become accep-

ted into the academy, and the conservatory had to expand its

curriculum to include non-musical subjects.

During this tran-

sitional phase, class lessons were stressed less and individual lessons were stressed more, although one might logically

assume that the academic or collegiate atmosphere would en-

courage group instruction over tutorial instruction.

To this

day, the dichotomy between the two is still unresolved for

many creating a split in attitudes and often counterproductive
practices
During the early years of the twentieth century as degree

programs were being added rapidly to conservatories, the reverse also happened: applied music programs began to infiltrate colleges and universities.

One of the most significant

of these twentieth century schools was the Eastman School of

Music at the University of Rochester.

From its inception, it

was conceived as a part of the University and was to have a
leading role in the design of professional musical education
for the future of America.

Eastman had a major advantage, unlike some other conserv-
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atorxes, of coming to the University of Rochester
with a large
dowry.
In 1918 George Eastman purchased the Institute
of Mu-

sical Art and gave it to the University.

The Institute's

four-year course, along with academic subjects, then led to
a degree from the University.

In 1919 Eastman bought land

in Rochester and proceeded to build a theater, a music school

building and several women's dormitories.

From the beginning

of this venture until his death in 1932, George Eastman gave

twenty million dollars to the Eastman School of Music.
Both a Bachelor of Music program and an "Eastman School

Certificate" program were offered from the outset.

The full

array of music concentrations, including public school music,
were available for study.

Even though the Eastman School was

an integral part of an institution of higher learning, a pre-

paratory music department was opened in 1921 to over one thousand school children; so along with the collegiate design, the

usual conservatory role of preparatory musical education, car4

ried on from the nineteenth -century at schools like the New

England Conservatory and the Peabody, was established.
So, by the 1920' s the United States had a great many mu-

sic schools of differing types.

The variety of offerings and

standards along with the need to establish a uniform method
of granting degree credits, as well as certification and ac-

creditation of public school music teachers, led to the organization of the National Association of Schools of Music in
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1924.15

Thus through the Association, Bachelor of
Music programs in both universities and conservatories
gained stability and a considerable uniformity.
Before the establishment
of the Association, the majority of conservatory
students

worked towards professional certificates or diplomas.

Since

World War II, most college level music students have earned
degrees, although some conservatories still maintain small

adjacent diploma programs.
This trend towards degrees in music^^ along with the

growth in number of such programs in colleges and universities as well as the depression of the 1930'

sure of many independent music schools.

s,

forced the clo-

Some schools joined

forces, and others became absorbed by universities.

Only the

most economically strong survived as independent schools.
ing the past decade, a similar financial crisis
the national economic crisis of inflation

—

—

Dur-

part of

has affected even

those independent schools which survived the 1930

's.

The one-

to-one instruction in applied music makes it impossible for

tuition to fully cover costs.

Further, the fiscal strains of

administering even a small music school when students are de^^Howard Hansen, then Director of the Eastman School,
played a key role in the Association's formation.
^^This trend is attributed by some to the increasing desire on the part of musicians to be accepted by the academic
Others attribute it to those music educators who
community.
felt the need for a more complete training for music students
to include the liberal arts or a college education.
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manding the same services and course offerings
found in university music programs is hard to compete with.
So when the financial strains become unbearable,
the con-

servatory responds in three possible ways: by collapsing
and
closing its doors, by merging and often becoming absorbed
by

a university or other large institution, or by
forming new
lii^kages with another institution or institutions.

With the center of wealth having moved from individuals
to corporations and with private foundations losing ground,

patronage of the arts is found increasingly in business and,
more recently, from the government.

If the independent school

is to survive, this patronage will have to be greater than it
is today.

Yet there is still a reluctance on the part of

some to become too deeply involved with state support of the
arts.

It seems, somehow, un-American.

Nonetheless, state

and federal support of the arts and arts education has expanded at a tremendous rate during the past decade

.

In a way

the United States is responding to the lack of individual pat-

ronage in a manner similar to that of European countries in
the early nineteenth century when aristocratic patronage was

on the wane.

That America is bigger and has more diverse

modes of musical expression in the twentieth century only

complicates the process.

Furthermore, this support is only

partial and other means are necessary for independent survival.
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Since the American university system already
incorporates

music as a legitimate "major", one answer to
survival has
been conservatory absorption into the university itself.

When

this occurs, great adjustments have to be made by both
the

conservatory and the university because of the conflict of
artistic and intellectual values inherent in each.

Another

answer to this problem has been affiliation of some sort ranging from resource-sharing to cooperative programs.

Here the

conflict of values is not so apparent since the music unit is

usually able to proceed in a more autonomous manner.
Thus, although the curricular programs may be similar in

all music schools, the setting, or environment, differs in

contemporary American schools.

Although the National Assoc-

iation of Schools of Music has set the standards for musical
study in degree programs, the atmosphere within which these

programs are carried out differs.

Artistic values are more

apt to prevail in the independent conservatory, whereas intel-

lectual values are more apt

'to

the university music school.

encroach on artistic values in
If the independent music school

cannot survive in America because of financial strain, then

what kinds of organizational structures best support artistic
values?

If affiliation of an independent school with a uni-

should be noted that a prevalence of one does not
preclude the presence of the other
^"^It
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versity seems necessary for the conservatory
to survive, what
are the specific adjustments necessary in
order to promote
artistic growth on the part of the students in a
different
organizational and bureaucratic setting?
Today, there are three distinct models of organization
of music schools whose primary purpose is to train creative

and performing musicians.
The University School of Music

.

A conservatory with-

in the rubrick of a university such as the Eastman School of

Music at the University of Rochester.
2.

The Affiliated Conservatory

A conservatory which

.

maintains its own fiscal autonomy, but which has a close affiliation with a university in regards to resource-sharing
such as the Cleveland Institute of Music and Case Western Re-

serve University.
3.

The Independent Conservatory

.

A conservatory which

is completely autonomous such as the New England Conservatory

of Music.
It was shown earlier in this chapter that even the inde-

pendent music school has not escaped the influence of the university.

The lack of obvious difference between the three

models in curriculiim at present proves this.

But there is a

different point of view between the professional music school
and the university, even when they co-exist.

These different

points of view will be discussed in the following chapter.

CHAPTER

IV

THE CONSERVATORY MIND VERSUS THE UNIVERSITY MIND
The similarities in curriculum and degree structures of

independent conservatories and university schools of music
lures one into believing that there is little difference be-

tween the two.

But there

^

a difference, and that differ-

ence can be viewed as the centralness of music to the conserv-

atory and the additive nature of music to the university.
This relates to the attitudes and values held by those who

administer the programs as well as the overall environment
in which the faculty work and the students study.

A total

institution devoted to a single cause possesses a mind different from a unit devoted to that same cause, but within a
Size itself is a factor

larger multi-discipline structure.

beyond and relating to this mind.

At the university, the

arts are looked upon as another aspect of the whole educational scheme of things if they are suffered at all.

In the con-

servatory, music is the central point; other disciplines such
as the humanities take second place.

What researchers like Fink^ and Hannewald^ perhaps fail

^Reginald H. Fink, "The Education of Orchestral Musicians
An Examination of Productive Schools of Music and the Effects
of Selected Administrative Patterns on Their Courses of Study"
(Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation. University of Oklahoma, 1967)
^Norman L. Hannewald, "Administrative Functioning of Mem(Unpublished Ed.D. dissertaber Institutions of the NASM"
tion, Indiana University, 1974).
,
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to notice is this difference in attitude.

Both deal with ob-

jective data in their studies and come to the conclusions
that

successful conservatories and university schools of music fun-

ction very similarly.

it is probably true that in some of

the larger and well-endowed university schools of music, such
as the Eastman School or the School of Music at Indiana Uni-

versity, that the music unit is large enough and carries a degree of autonomy which allows it to function very similarly
to an independent conservatory.

But even in these cases,

there must be administrators in the music unit capable of

translating the musical functions into university-function
terms to the higher powers and vice versa.

changes the nature of the music unit.

This in itself

The necessity for such

a process underlines the difference in ethos between the edu-

cation of the artist and of the non-artist.

Sir Herbert Read

describes it this way;

—

Ancient and Modern
In all the other subjects
Languages, English Literature, History, Mathematics and Philosophy -- the basis for testing
the student's proficiency might be described as
intellectual .the more I considered the basis
for testing the student in my subject, the more
convinced.. I became that it had nothing to do
with these admirable qualities, but was something quite distinct which might be described
.A consideration of the psychoas sensibility
logical f actors ... show that whatever may be true
for the process of education in general, in arteducation we must return to the literal meaning
bring
of the word and attempt in some manner
the
in
suppressed
or
out that which is latent
.

.

.

.

^
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individual,
In order to understand these differences,
it is impor-

tant to examine the process of the musician's
development.
This development begins long prior to undergraduate
years,

and it proceeds by various routes.

Not many musicians are

able to articulate this process in inner terms.

When asked

how and why they pursued music, the answers often involve a

discussion of teachers with whom they studied, parental en-

couragement or discouragement, and so on.
seen throughout

—

One constant is

that of beginning with the performance as-

pect of music: learning to play an instrument.

Later studies

may be devoted to conducting or composing, but direct activity with the production of sound itself comes first.

The late

Bruno Walter describes this process in his own experience,
and it probably holds true for many musicians.

When I think back to my childhood, I well remember
how by making progress on the piano, I became more
and more conscious of my own soul, my own ego.
It
was myself whom I discovered, myself whom I experienced ever more intensely in my abandoned playing.
Although I opened my heart with joy, and sometimes with reverence and awe, to the music I played,
it was first and foremost the pleasure in my own
piano-playing that determined my relation to music
I rejoiced in
during many years of my childhood.
being able to unleash the power of sound through
hand and heart. .More and more, my whole being came
under the spell of music-making, my temperament was
kindled by it, my heart poured its warmth into it.
Thus, I remember with certainty that as a child I
.

^Herbert Read, Art and Society
1966), pp.

96-97.

,

(N.Y.: Schocken Books,
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did not try to arrive at an understanding and enjoyment of musical composition by means of my talent/ but/ on the contrary/ employed a work of music as a vehicle for enjoying my own talent... In
l^ter years of childhood my relation to music
underwent a gradual change; I soon realized that
there was more in Mozart's, C minor Fantasy than
I could put into it... This definite turn towards
the supremacy of the work of art in my musical development was completed as I cam to understand
in the years of my adolescence
the symphonic
literature and the quartets of Beethoven

—

—

What is more natural than that musical talent should
first show itself as a delight in making music? In
music-making/ the youthful temperament and enthusiasm of the young musician/ his song-bird joy and
rhymic fire/ find full vent; in music finds its
liberation from every-day life
the ego becomes
aware of itself and its powers.'^

—

/

This joy/ described by Bruno Walter/ is the element which

impels one to practice

—

to endure long and often lonely

hours day after day, year after year, working to develop a

technique which will open the way to an even greater musical
fulfillment.

If this promise is not inherent in the individ-

ual/ the work to achieve the technique would not be worthwhile.

No matter how great the natural gift or inborn facility

,

there

are always areas which need work and time for development.

Each instrument makes its own special physical demands and

each has an optimum time frame for technical development. Although there are always exceptions/ it is generally agreed

^Bruno Walter/ Of Music and Music-Making trans. by Paul
Hamburger/ (N.Y.; W. W. Norton/ 1961)/ pp» 21-22.
/
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that to be a string player one must begin with the
instrument

before the age of ten.

This is true of keyboard playing, as

Because of the conformation of the mouth and second
teeth, wind instruments need not be begun until after the age
of ten, although to begin earlier is not necessarily deemed

harmful.

One can sing at any age, but the singer's "best

years" are usually between the ages of thirty and fifty.

The

physical development of the human voice is perhaps the most

controversial and certainly the most individual.
Sills sang professionally as a child.

Beverly

Phyllis Curtin took

her first voice lesson at the age of twenty.

John McCollom

avers that;
...the biggest weakness in college voice teaching
is that the students are too young, but we're dealing with the institution of education in the United
If a student is interested in a bachelStates.
or's or master's degree, this is going to take him
about six years, from the age of eighteen to twentyIf you don't allow people into your program
four.
at the age of eighteen, you're not going to get any
I, myself,
So we're stuck with that.
students.
never had a voice lesson until I was twenty-four
I find that a lot of students have problems simply
because they're not physically developed yet. It
has nothing to do with emotional or intellectual
maturity; it's physical development which they lack.
I think we push them too fast to try to get them
through a degree program, and we expect development
from them which many are simply incapable of ach-

ieving

.

5

^Morris Risenhoover and Robert Blackburn, ^tists as
(Urbana, 111.; University of Illinois Press, 1976),
Professors
,

p

.

98
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If the undejrgiradu^te years seem too early for the singer

to begin, they are too late for the instrumentalist.

To the

instrumentalist, the single most important influence in his

preparation is the teacher.

Although some instrumentalists

begin their training in group or class lessons given through
the schools, the gifted student will usually be found studying with a teacher on a one-to-one basis eventually.

This

kind of instruction is available from teachers maintaining
their own studios, symphony players, community music schools,
and preparatory or extension divisions of conservatories.
Some school systems provide space and organize private instru-

ctional opportunities as well.

School music programs usually

provide choral and band playing experiences and sometimes orchestral playing on an elective basis.

Because of the peri-

pheral nature of music in the schools, young musicians often

spend their summers at music camps, such as Interlochen or
Kinhaven, or in summer programs at university music schools
4

and conservatories where, for a few weeks, music is the central focus in their environment.

There are a very few schools

which devote themselves to a primary music or arts focus for

pre-college age students; Interlochen, the North Carolina
MuSchool of the Performing Arts, New York's High School of
sic and Art are the best known.

In these schools, general

enacademic requirements are met along with music lessons,

practice time.
semble classes, other musical subjects, and
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There are gifted youngsters taking lessons at the
Curtis In-

stitute in Philadelphia who are tutored in school
subjects
in order to provide time and flexibility for musical
practice

and study.

At an early age these students are immersed in a

musical environment, and are, by far, a minority.
The college years are simply a continuation of former

instrumental studies.

The music school provides a locus for

ensemble experience as well as group lessons in ear-training,
P3-tt-writing

,

analysis of musical works, and the study of mu-

sical literature and history.

Besides the development of

technique on his instrument, the musician needs to be as at
home with the elements which make up music and various musical styles as the writer is with vocabulary and grammar.

But

although all these "subjects" may be taught, and the student

may have

a secure technical command of his instrument, the

musician cannot be "made" by

a teacher or a school.

The teach-

er can encourage and guide only that which is already inher4

ent in the student.

And that thing which we call talent or

a musical gift is not measurable intellectually nor object-

ively.

Although there has been a divergence in point of view
about music and its meaning throughout history

,

most music-

ians will agree that music is subjective and the most abstract
of the arts.

Although cognitive development is necessary, it

is the affective which dominates.

And it is this affective
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nature of music which, when recognized and
developed to a
high degree and supported by understanding and
control of mu
sical materials, determines the real musician.
in speaking
of performers, Bruno Walter says that:

idsal musical interpreter will be one who is
wholly taken up with the work, wholly in line with
it, but who, at the same time conjures up the full
force of his personality
and this includes, of
necessity, his delight in his own talent for interpretation.
He will have preserved the joy in
music-making of his young days, and he will be right
in pouring his innermost being into his interpretation since it has undergone a union with that of
the composer. .the act of musical interpretation
is accomplished in two stages of opposite tendencies; the first is a "taking-in" the second a
"giving-out". The success of the second stage depends on that of the first, but by no means follows from it.
Between the two, there is a partial
"change of level".
Each requires a different order of mental qualities, and success in our task
depends on the right equilibrium of the various
sets of forces involved.

—

.

'

;

If the training of a performer is long and arduous

is the training of a composer.

,

so

As with the performer, the

route to this training is found outside general education.
The late Paul Hindemith discussed this in his lectures at

Harvard University in 1950.
...untrained natural talent has not the same chanIn
ces in music as it has in poetry or painting.
easily
more
much
is
material
the latter arts the
accessible, since language is everybody's property
anyway, and there is nobody who does not, from his
earliest childhood, have access to pencils, colors.

6

Walter, op. cit

.

pp.

23-24.
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and drawing paper and with them the possibility
of acquiring some rudimentary artistic
knowledge.
In music, however, as in architecture
and in sculpture, the materialistic obstacles
that rise between the first mental conception
of a creation, no matter how naive, and its final form are stupendous and cannot be applied
without a proper knowledge of the material.
Who would ever expect a young man without any
experience concerning the carrying capacity of
beams, pillars, and walls, or the rules of organizing living spaces three-dimens ionally, to
enter an architect's office with the words, "I
never did anything in this field, but I am a
great architectural genius"? In music, this
is quite common.
How common, is shown by the
answer a student gave me when he was told about
the years he had to spend in acquiring a decent
technique, provided he showed some talent. He
said, "But Mr. H., there must be some short cut."
This typical remark did not properly assess the
situation. Do we not know how long an extraordinary musician like Mozart had to struggle
till he was able to bend, press, and mold the
tonal material into the shape he wanted it? As
a boy of five he wrote little compositions, at
nine he was as qualified a composer as many others of that period, at twelve he had thoroughly
mastered the technique of his time; yet it took
him about twenty more years of his short life
to write himself free from all restraints, so
as to reach that superior technique
not to
mention the uninhibited power to reveal his visions in musical forms -- which for us is one of
the intrinsic qualities of his works. No short
cuts for the Mozarts! And none for other great
masters.
Even such an apparently easygoing comwhat a colossal arc of techposer as Schubert
nical and mental development he had to traverse
from "Hagars Klage" to the "Taubenpost"
.

—

—

.

That this development can neither be forced nor laid on

^Paul Hindemith, A Composer's World
Anchor Books, 1961), pp. 209-210.

,

(Garden City, N.Y.
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is understood by what

I

call the "conservatory mind".

mind views the college years as neither
completion of study in music.

This

a beginning nor a

it is, rather, a place and a

time for intensive work without the distractions of other

involvements.

The focus is on performance, and all other

activities are viewed as supporting that performance.
In the university, however, there is an egalitarian prin-

ciple at work.

There is the assumption that if one has a

reasonable high school background and normal intelligence,
the student can succeed if he works hard enough.

This men-

tality is reflective of American society in general and its

attitudes about various endeavors in life.

But because of

the very nature of the creative and perfoimiing arts
same attitude cannot prevail.

,

this

As Hindemith points out:

The citizen is by provision of the law entitled to
the career of a congressman, and with elbow power
and persistence he merely has to convince the majority of about three hundred thousand people of
his superiority in order to gain a seat in Washington.
Why cannot the man who writes music have the
same kind of a career? If a method of production
is good for one class of people, why should it not
be applied to others?

Elbow power and persistence are
It cannot be done.
proof
of your superiority, and
no
in this field
seats in highest assemblies signify neither quality nor knowledge on the part of the composer . We
have never heard of a natural gift peculiar to and

indispensable for congressmen, but music cannot
be invented without a specific creative talent.
This talent cannot be implanted in people, like
good manners or smallpox bacilli, and composing
cannot be taught the democratic way. If there is
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anything remaining in this world that
is on the
one side basically aristocratic and
individualistic, and on the other as brutal as
the fights
of wild animals, it is artistic
creation.
It
IS aristocratic, because it is the
privilege of
a very restricted number of people.
If it could
be democratized, it would lose its quality
as
an art, become reduced to a craft, and
end as an
industry.
in many branches of our musical life
we already have reached this lowest, industrial
phase, as we let musical democracy have its unbridled way.°

U^i^^fsities have an all around and inclusive ethos.
the major concentration of the student, he is re-

quired to study in other areas, the stated purpose being the
development of a whole person.

The modern American conserv-

atory pays lip service to this ideal by inclduding some hu-

manities areas in its curriculum.
there.

But its heart is not really

In his study, Fink found that there was a consensus

among musicians that:
The skills needed by an orchestral musician in
non-music areas are thought to be developed sufficiently by a high school education.^

However, the National Association of Schools of Music

Handbook states:
Studies in other areas of human achievement are
important in the education of musicians. Students
should have opportunities for study in natural and
physical sciences, social sciences and communications, as well as in other areas of the arts and

^

Q

Ibid

.

,

pp.

211-212.

Fink, op. cit

.

p.

36
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humanities.
Since the musician must be equipped
to function and interact with the
total society,
to adapt to changes in the society,
and to ful^ public advocate for music, individuals should be encouraged to select
ings that will be significant throughout offertheir
Therefore, all member institutions, whether
independent

conservatories or university schools of music, present
such
courses to students.
This is a reflection of the university
mind at work. As was noted in Chapter I, university music
school representation in the National Association of Music
ou.tweighs independent music school representation.

But although on the surface, the same fare would seem
to be served to all, the focus differs.

At the independent

conservatory, the music administrator has control over hiring the academic faculty.

In many cases, these faculty mem-

bers are hired because of their ability to relate their mat-

erial directly to music.

In some cases, faculty members are

hired on a part-time basis and/or at low pay, simply to fulfill the NASM requirements without much care about the quality of teaching or the course.

The university, on the other

hand, is not focused on any particular discipline, and therefore, the non-music subjects taken by the students there,

will be given in a different way from those in a conservatory.

^^National Association of Schools of Music,
book 1977", p. 35.

"NASM Hand-
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At the university, more time and effort in the non-music
subjects will probably be required of the student.

Further, at

the university, the music student will come into contact
with

people whose concentration is on other disciplines.

The pi-

anist, Gyorgy Sandor, sees this as a positive aspect.

Al-

though trained at a European conservatory, he is committed
to the university music school.

He is head of the doctoral

program in piano performance at the University of Michigan.
In this country, a very wonderful thing happened:
high-level music education was shifted from conservatories to universities. This is a unique
thing; hopefully, the rest of the world will follow us.
It's a very healthy thing.
It gives the
student and the teacher the opportunity to live
in a milieu where high-level intellectual activities are going on and the rather one-sided education which conservatories offer can be correcConservatory students were trained in vioted.
lin-playing, or piano-playing, and the like, and
not really much else. Maybe some additional musical subjects, but not much else. So I thought
this shift to universities was a very wonderful
I welcomed the idea of being with a unithing.
versity.

Janos Starker, the 'cellist, although teaching at a uni-

versity music school himself, is less enthusiastic about the
university mentality.
In Europe, when we studied in the conservatory
we had at least two lessons a week. There is
one in the university, so if you conceive of a
man who is working toward a bachelor's degree,
four years, let's contemplate the eight semesDuring this eight semesters he
ters of work.

^^Risenhoover and Blackburn, op. cit

.

,

p.

135.
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gets twenty-eight lessons a year.
It's far from
enough in order to really learn the skill of music-making
The educational process, as far as
I m concerned, is not based on credit systems.
As far as I'm concerned, a doctor's degree in instrumental playing is total nonsense. ^
.

The whole degree structure of the university, although

adopted by conservatories, is antithetical to the conservatory mind.

First of all, there is the time frame.

Secondly,

there is the concept of academic credit for a non-academic

pursuit such as performance.

If performance has been granted

a credit status, it has gained academic legitimacy, yet it
is not really an academic pursuit.

It is highly individual,

related to natural endowments, and emotionally charged.

To

the performer and to the listener, it is highly subjective

and poses great difficulties in traditional academic evaluation.
If performance is the center of the conservatory, schol-

arship is the center of the university.
ship is only one aspect of

t^ie

In music, scholar-

discipline.

Its purpose is to

define style in such a way that performances can be accurate.
The study of musicology is more properly at home in the uni-

versity, since its methods and means are in accord with re-

search and other disciplines.

It usually has a higher status

in the university, where this process is recognized, than at

12 Ibid.

,

pp.

178-179.
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the conservatory.

Musicology has made great contributions

during the past thirty years, and the conservatory mind
accepts these contributions.

However, the status of a musicol-

ogist who does not also perform is not very high at

vatory

a

conser-

.

Although these may appear to be minor details, they affect the atmosphere where musical study takes place.

Conser-

vatories are no longer musical hot-houses nor are university
schools of music havens for scholars and theorists with mini-

mum performing abilities.

The conservatory has included a

broader curriculum for performers, developed programs in mu-

sicology and teacher training.

University music schools, some

of which grew out of liberal arts colleges v/ith strong schol-

arly leanings, have built fine performance and teacher training programs.

It is the values inherent in the institution

as a whole which determines the atmosphere.

Some of these values are reflected in the make-up of the
4

music faculty.

In the university school of music there will

be more full-time than part-time faculty.

Rank and tenure

will be applied along the lines of the university.

In the

conservatory, however, there are often as many part-time fac-

ulty members as full-time.

Rank and tenure, in the sense of

the university, does not exist.

At present, fewer faculty

members will hold graduate degrees.

Their credentials as

and
teachers and performers carry more weight in being hired,
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their reputation and ability to attract students will keep
them on the staff.

The conservatory mind recognizes that

not all great performers are great teachers.

Yet it is hard

to imagine a great teacher who, has not himself performed at
a high level.

Thus, the conservatory relates more directly

to the musical world than does the university music school.

At the latter, the university stands between the school and
the world.

The conservatory serves the community directly

by taking responsibility for preparatory and extension training, giving concerts, and working with musicians in the field.

The school of music at a university first serves the university.

In many cases, the general music courses open to the

non-musician are the responsibility of the music school. Many
of its extention students are university students concentra-

Concerts are often geared to the

ting in other disciplines.

university as a whole

—

in this case, the university becomes

the world outside the music school
^

There are arguments for and against each of these environments.

Neither seems to be meeting the needs of aspiring

professionals completely.

But the fact is that while there

conservais a movement towards imitating the college by the
school
tory, and imitating the conservatory by the university
of programs
of music, there is, at present, more diversity

country than
and methods of training young musicians in this

anywhere in the world.

Jencks and Riesman point out this
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pattern of imitation where the less prestigious
institutions
imitate the more prestigious ones. They predict

that as time

goes on there will be less diversity.

^s independent con-

servatories find it harder to manage without some kind of
afthis prediction might come true for music in higher education.

However, already there are several different

types of institutional arrangements, and not all university

music schools function in the same way.
A recent study reported in the Journal of Higher Education discusses this matter and others.

The researchers ex-

amine eight types of high institutional structures and conclude that
there are significant differences among higher educational institutions, especially on the three key
factors of environmental relations, professional
task, and institutional size and complexity
This is certainly true of musical training.

In examin-

ing several different schools, it may be possible to describe

how these differences affecti the training of performers.

It

is tempting to say that since musical performance is such an

individual thing that perhaps it does not matter much about

^^Christopher Jencks and David Riesman, The Academic Re(Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1968).
volution
,

Victor Baldridge, David V. Curtis, George Ecker, and
Gary L. Riley, "Diversity in Higher Education: Professional
Autonomy", The Journal of Higher Education Vol. XLVIII No.
4 (July/August, 1977), p. 386.
,
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the environment in which the training takes
place.

does matter.

But it

Joy, energy, and vitality are necessary qual-

ities for musical growth.

Any environment which stunts these

qualities will provide a counterproductive atmosphere for
learning.
In explaining his reasons for starting a school for young

string players and pianists in England, Yehudi Menuhin des-

cribes his ideal environment for musical growth.
"The violinist is born": so, however, may be the
criminal.
But neither would exist without those
special circumstances and opportunities conducive to their development. Nor do I deny the
originality and gusto
yes, even the defiance
necessary to both pursuits. Some people could
feel, in fact, that a school for young musicians
might prove only the thin end of the wedge to a
school for graduate criminals, furnished with
full degrees.

—

—

Again, music too is a way of life.
Often unconventional, nonconformist, it is the expression
of what the creature is at heart, and his music
reveals to the listener what this listener is to
himself at heart. Music is the naked heart, the
as in
naked soul, the naked intellect even
layers,
outer
all
transpierces
which
some X-ray
so
phenomenon
Perhaps that
skins, and shells.
fiddler
the untutored gypsy
dear to my heart
comes nearest to expressing in the wild this
way of life.

—

—

—

However, for your musician, music is severally
Indeed he must
a science, an art and a craft.
longcertain
aptitudes
be born with certain
the
but
are
they
ings and certain needs: yet
plants,
for
In the school, as in a nursery
seeds.
who
gardeners
we try to provide the soil and the
will encourage it to be itself to grow into its
own best expression. We must guide not only
fingers, but minds and hearts, for music is a
,

,
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way of being
I wanted the young people to know
the musician's sense of fulfillment and joy that
comes of this way of being. 15
.

^^Yehudi Menuhin in the Forward to Eric Fenby and Nich
(N.Y.: Praeger/ 1969)/
olas Fisk/ Menuhin's House of Music
/

pp.

12-13.

CHAPTER

V

EXPLAINING THE TENSION: A PERSPECTIVE ON THE PROBLEM
My

'ti3.s]c

hd.s

b©©n to

find.

way to look at th© ©xp©!?!©!!—

a.

c©s of diff©r©nt mix©s of cons©rvatory-univ©rsity that would

bring mor© into r©li©f th© subj©ctiv© dim©nsion, that would
h©lp to d©fin© it/ to indicat© its plac© in structur© and d©-

cision-making

/

and to consid©r its importanc© in ©valuation

of th© diff©r©nt mix©s.

S©arching for, finding, r©ading,

thinking about all this lit©ratur©

—

and r©lating it to my

own tw©nty y©ars ©xp©ri©nc© as p©rform©r and t©ach©r

b©©n in many ways a frustrating ©xp©ri©nc©.

I

—

has

was surpris©d

to find so littl© writt©n about th© subj©ctiv© dim©nsion of
a fi©ld

which is so obviously subj©ctiv©.

According to W.

McN©il Lowry, th©r© has b©©n a conspicuous avoidanc© of th©
subj©ctiv© in musical education ©v©n though music is perhaps
th© most complexly-sub jectiv© of any area of study. ^

I

found

that not much had been written on th© subject in th© popular

press or in doctoral dissertations.

Secondly, even less in-

formation exists about th© training institutions themselves.
Third, of th© literature that does exist about th© institutions, a great deal is concerned primarily with the obvious

and quantifiable dimensions.

I

saw very little dealing with

^Interview, New York City, September 1977.
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interrelations among various aspects of education:
adminiscurriculum, budget, student needs, alumni; even
less

existed about the interrelation between the major types
of
schools: independent conservatories, university

schools of music, and various mixes.

Even in the literature

^i^ exist about conservatories and various combinations
a noticable gap in discussing the subjective dimen-

sions of that education such as optimal, non-physical envir-

onment conditions and evaluation of performance students.
was also astounded at the data gaps.

I

There have been no for-

mal follow-up studies on conservatory graduates.

Further,

there have been no comparative studies of conservatory and

university school of music graduates in performance.

Detailed

budget information from private institutions is unavailable.
I

was surprised that even in the objective materials,

there is virtually no acknowledgment or consciousness that
the subjective was being omitted.

that if

I

Thus,

I

began to realize

were to begin to tackle the subjective it would be

in the nature of a pioneering experiment without much in the

way of precedent.
done at once, but

I
I

also realized that it couldn't all be

would have to select some small area as

a starting place.

With these dimensions in mind,

I

decided that perhaps

the most critical subjective difference between a conserva-

tory and a university was "the intangible spirit" of which
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Lowry had spoken.

In this talk to the Association of Gradu-

ate Schools in 1961/ he told the deans in the audience that

this spirit or atmosphere "...is easier to describe
to analyze..."^

...

than

He goes on to say;

have met it frequently in the fifty-odd cities
have visited/ often three or four times in my
personal fieldwork in the arts.
I have encountered it most often in two otherwise quite unrelated institutions
the independent school of
art and the resident theatre company. Even at
first blush/ the independent art school looks different from the university art department/ and
not because the models in the latter place generally wear halters and shorts. And the resident
theatre's atmosphere/ contrasted to that of the
academic/ is not merely a product of its physical inadequacies .. .No the Spartan effect one detects in professional environments is not merely
It
physical/ though that situation is general.
has much to do with the drive or fanaticism or
whatever of the person who has made his choice/
money/ the elite
and will eschew anything else
identification of a university degree/ even health
to develop the talent he hopes he has.^
I
I

/

—

/

—

—

Lowry went on to tell the deans
To face the necessary distortion of the primary
objective of a university/ to reflect that distortion in a highly coricentrated curriculum/ to
open that curriculum only to the students with
the most fanatical drives/ to give to the artistprofessor responsibility for testing both the
these motives and prodrives and the talents
producing a protoward
way
part
go
may
cedures
atmosphere."^
fessional

—

McNeil Lowry/ "The University and the Creative Arts"/
Educational Theatre Journal Vol. XIV (May 1962)/ p. 107.
2w.

^ Ibid

.

/

pp.

^Ibid.

/

p.

107-108.
109
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is the product of values; values define a commun-

ity.

The key to a conservatory's spirit is an intensity of

focus on music that resists diversion. This intensity has

several sources.
First/ there is the subjective and complex nature of music

/

which requires intense concentration on self, on the de-

velopment of individual perception and style.

Its other side

is that since the music student is judged far more subject-

ively than students in most subject areas, they require time
and space to think, to practice, to integrate self and music

—

a concentration on self that in some might be considered

excessive, but here is normal.

Music is, as a whole, at the forefront of the musician's
life.

This accounts for the self-contained nature of music

5
education, for as Menuhin says, "Music is a way of being."

Secondly, because unlike most other fields of endeavor,

musical performance requires the total concentration and forces of the whole person.

For many musicians it is both the

source from which other activities flow and the end to which

other activities are channeled.

So the training-ground for

such a "way of being" is necessarily intensive.

Music requi-

res a lack of distraction from its experience in any form.

^Yehudi Menuhin in the Forward to Eric Fenby and Nichol
(N.Y.; Praeger, 1969), p.
as Fisk, Menuhin's House of Music
,

13.

I
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Music itself and the performance of it is at the top of the

value scale for every individual within the institution; other
activities are secondary to it or may contribute to it, but
do not at any time overtake it.

The physical, mental, and

emotional energy required in daily practicing, study and rehearsing is tremendously demanding.

In order for the student

to make the most of his practice time, his energies must be

fresh.

Therefore, other activities often take second place

in his daily planning, other types of courses are almost a

distraction.

This planning habit will most probably remain

with him for the rest of his musical life.

Because practic-

ing is a solitary endeavor, one of the tasks of the artist-

teacher is to ensure that good practice habits are instilled
and well-inculcated in the student.

One of the qualities of a professional performer descri-

bed by Everett Timm is "Professional Routining".

By this he

means that his performance is consistently accurate and well-

styled

—

that he is what is referred to as "a dependable

player" in the profession.^

Practice habits and energy focus

are pre— requisities of this routining of the performer.

While

there are those who condemn this single-minded conservatory

attitude, it is an attitude and life-style which is consis-

^Everett Timm, "Training Requirements of Musical Careers
of
(Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Eastman School of Music
the University of Rochester, 1948)

,
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tent with the majority of professional performers.

Thus, the

conservatory plunges the student into an environment which
extend to later life.

This is intensity of value.

So what some people would call obsessiveness or narrow-

ness is actually essential to the development of a performing

musician.

Without such focus, his possibilities for achieve-

ment are cancelled.
Then there is what might be called the need for the student to identify with the profession itself as early as possible in his career.

The student comes to the school from

a general atmosphere where he was perhaps special or even

weird, where his values were quite different from those of
the majority.

He enters a situation where his activities,

behaviors, and attitudes are more the norm, and this norm is

established further through his intensive contacts with like
individuals.

By being with professionals and other pre-prof-

essionals in work and social situations, he begins to see

himself as a professional.

His attitudes and behaviors re-

flect professional attitudes and behaviors.
In essence, then, the student tends to identify very

little with the school.
sic

(the profession)

He first identifies himself with mu-

and then more specifically with the per

his artformance area in which he is working, and then with
school will
ist-teacher. For instance, the singer in a music

fellow stuidentify himself with other singers, especially
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dents of the same teacher.

This identification will be much

stronger than with his year or class, and this vocal group

will include fellow students from all four undergraduate years
as well as graduate students.

It will even extend to alumni.

This social intensity is a definite part of the "intangible
spirit"
Finally, there is what might be called the evaluation

intensity created by an evaluation system that is different
from most in two respects: it is based on competence, and it
is subjective.

Of course, there must be some consensus about

musical standards in the music school so that the people in-

volved with upholding those standards can evaluate students
accordingly.

Jury examinations, recitals, and the studio

teacher's continual evaluation of progress all attempt to deal

with performance evaluation wholistically

;

yet, as any student

will say; "It just depends who your teacher is and who is on
the jury."

It is very individual and subjective.

Two stu-

dents who have studied the same number of years, are at the
same level of technical proficiency, work with the same teacher,

practice the same number of hours, and perform the same

piece of music may still secure different results.

The pro-

fessionals still reserve the right to pass on one and fail
the other.

Although this is an extreme hypothetical example,

permeates musical
it underscores the nature of that which

performance
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One can begin to see the interlocking nature of the sin-

gle-mindedness required to deal with such

a

complex training

situation; the concentration required to deal with self, the

value system, the social system, and the evaluation system.
One can also begin to understand why little has been written

about the nonquantif iable aspects of musical training.

For

what emerges is a special, even a unique version of what Minar and Greer referred to as "a community of function".”^

Their

analysis of the concept of community yield some additional in-

sight into the conservatory experience.

They suggest three

types of communities: geographic (village, city); metaphysi-

cal (national identity)

;

and "the community of function"

It is this last category

porations, colleges, professions).
that

I

refer to in particular when

What do

I

its components?

(cor-

I

use the term "community".

mean by "the community of function"?

What are

First are the variables which assume primary

importance to the individual of the community.

A sales firm

4

will find that human relations is its single most important
consideration; while a railroading outfit would probably say
that time

—

adherence to schedules -- is its most important

consideration

The Concept of Community
140
(Chicago; Aldine Publishing Co., 1969), chapter title p.
"^David Minar and Scott Greer,

,
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Sociologists have written at length about such topics
as the legal education and experience of lawyers in Congress,

lay attitudes towards women physicians, and the development
of a medical self-image among medical students.

The assump-

tion here is that each group constitutes a recognizable com-

munity of function.

By this definition, a musical training

unit such as a conservatory is a community of function.
Goode notes some of the characteristics of a professional community.®p

(a)

Its members are bound be a sense of iden-

tity, as musicians in this case.

(b)

Once in it, few leave.

By the end of professional training, musicians have invested

tens of thousands of dollars and hours, more than almost any

other field except perhaps some sports and dance.

Even those

who find work hard to get and find themselves earning money
in ancilliary fields still consider themselves musicians and

continue to work toward full employment as performers.
Members share values in common.

(c)

For the musician these in-

elude concentration, daily discipline, emphasis on the sub-

jective/emotional, as well as the objective/intellectual
(learning to discipline or channel feelings as well as thought)

extreme competitiveness, and living with perfection as a standard.

(d)

The role definitions are agreed upon.

In this in-

"The

^William J. Goode, "Community Within a Community:
152-162.
Professions", from Minar and Greer, op. cit. pp.
,
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stance, role is connected with status.
er status than an ensemble player, etc.

A soloist has a high(e)

The community

produces the next generation, not biologically, but by choosing its own members as professional trainees.

In a way,

the

generation chooses itself by shaking out through talent and
taste; but the senior generation act as teachers in bringing

in the new generation to the community.

Regardless of the structural situation, the professional

musical training community has three operational requirements
essential for training young musicians.

To begin with, the

presence of professional role models is the most vital.

Mu-

sic is much better played than talked about, and the aspiring

professional needs to be surrounded by music

—

alive

.

This

means, ideally, that artist-teachers perform and artists are

brought in for short term residencies and performances, creating a density of living music.

It also means that situations

are created whereby students can work alongside seasoned artists such as having guest soloists for concertos with the stu-

dent orchestra.

Not only does the conservatory environment

include hearing and working with seasoned artists, but also

with peers; a healthy balance of ensemble and solo opportunities needs to be placed at the student's disposal.

Another requirement is an adequate amount and arrangement
of time.

In order to accommodate ensemble rehearsals, a rea-

sonably flexible time framework needs to be maintained.

Fur-
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ther, large blocks of time need to be available
to the stu-

dents for daily individual practicing.

The usual university

scheduling does not provide these large blocks of time on
daily basis

/

a

for there/ class scheduling takes precedence/

and study (or in this case, practice) hours are left to the

student to arrange.

Therefore/ a music school at a univer-

sity needs to make special arrangements for students.

This

is not to say that the music school needs to define the exact

practice hourS/ but abundant room for them on the student's
schedule must be available.
There are special space requirements/ toO/ for along with
a different time framework from the university/

tory has a different physical structure.
needs large rehearsal rooms

The music school

performance halls

/

the conserva-

/

and a large

number of small teaching studios and practice rooms; there
are proportionately fewer classrooms to other kinds of spaces

than in the university.
4

Several of these essential components are quite different from what one expects to find in the university/ especially in the undergraduate years.

Undergraduate students in

other fields rarely have one professor for all four years
and never on a one-to-one basis for an hour each week.

In

the average university the class or small group is usually

one teacher to thirty-five students/ though a class may go as
low as ten in a seminar or as high as five hundred in a large
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lecture section.

However, in a conservatory, the key class

is actually one teacher to one student; the larger lecture
is almost unheard of, ensemble groups may vary from twenty to

one hundred and twenty, there .are some "regular" classes for

history and literature of music, but theory classes of more
than fifteen become unmanageable.

conservatory

Thus we find that in the

small group or class the primary group^ quali-

ties of intimacy, individual attention, and smallness are ac-

centuated.
In short, the university is oriented to a generalist

function and the conservatory, to a specialist function.

The

latter demands a smaller student-teacher ratio; and both per-

mits and requires a more intensive community to develop in

support of the training, as the chapter, "The Conservatory
Mind v^. the University H^nd", explained.

The conservatory

mind, or spirit, is basically one of single focus, where all

activities are centered around performance or take place to

support musical performance.
inulti“f aceted

.

The university mind is more

It is willing to deal with a variety of dis-

ciplines and, indeed, to relate with them of a fairly equal
basis.

It is intellectually oriented: thinking and research

^The words "primary group" as contrasted with "small
group"are used here to emphasize those specific qualities
family-type
found at a music school, which are so similar to

relationships
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are high on the value scale.

The conservatory mind, on the

other hand, is affectively oriented; expressing and performing

(doing)

are high on its value scale.

Where credentials

(degrees) are important to the university mind, competence

(performance) is more important to the conservatory mind.

The university mind is involved with inculcating students

with cognitive knowledge of various fields, with learning to
reason and to think.

The hoped-for result is often a kind of

uniform product of that institution.

The conservatory mind,

on the other hand, is concerned with guiding the student to

express his talent individually and to find that balance of

understanding and emotion with which he can best express himself in musical terms.

Although the student may take on the

characteristics of a teacher, uniformity of product (other
than dependability) is not desired by the conservatory mind.
In light of the differences between educating a perform-

er and educating almost anyone else in a university or higher

education setting, one could well wonder whether it was even
possible for a conservatory (the most common site for educating performing musicians) and a university musical training

unit (becoming more and more common) to be able to do the
same task.

How can one in fact examine the recent phenomenon

of American universities absorbing music conservatories or

even establishing their own departments?

What criteria can

be used to evaluate the success of such units?

Or even to

I
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evaluate the effectiveness of conservatories, themselves
changing in many respects. Can opposites coexist productively?
This was
ejt

a^.

the question asked by Fink and Hannewald

because they assumed that sameness of the administra-

,

tive patterns implied sameness of values and spirit, when in

fact the administrative patterns are only part

means the most important part
enon.

—

—

and by no

of the conservatory phenom-

The administrative variables, by themselves, were not

central to answering the administrative question about coexistence.

The studies to date suggest that university or af-

filiated units are meeting most of the spatial, temporal, and

basic staff requirements so essential to musicians.

It would

appear that using these variables alone, and using frameworks

which are operational or administrative in nature, means that
a variable v/hich many agree is the prime one

ive)

is omitted from consideration .

ive phenomenon,

(albeit subject-

This elusive and subject-

"atmosphere”, seems to be more evident in the

conservatory than in the university music school.

Lowry re-

fers to it as "an intangible spirit".

The criteria

I

used in searching for an appropriate frame-

work included the ability to explain this conservatory atmosphere phenomenon.

10 Lowry, op

.

Further, the framework

cit

.

p.

109.

(or

theory involved)
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had to do more than simply describe it; it had to throw
enough

light on it to explain whether or not it could really be adapted or transplanted into another alien atmosphere.

It was

clear from Fink's study that accommodations could be made by
the university to permit the outward manifestations of conser-

vatory life.

As evidence, he showed that more and more grad-

uates of university schools of music are active in professional orchestras.

However, whether this is because more train-

ing is taking place in university settings or whether indepen-

dent conservatories are simply on the wane was not shown.

thought that a study of how and by whom (musicians or

I

administrators) decisions were made in various settings would

determine the values of the school: i.e., whether the values
were more conservatory-oriented; and in turn, this would control this atmosphere.

But that did not go far enough, because

this was a variant of an administrative/operational framework
like Hannewald's.

While Hannewald investigated administrative

procedures and behaviors in NASM member institutions and received some clues, he fell short of the goal of this investigation.

Administrative patterns, while easy to study, did

not seem to be the profitable road to unlocking the mystery
spirof the more central, but also more elusive, "intangible
it".

Nor did it really answer the question about the coexis-

conclusions
tence of conservatories and universities, for the
difference, yet
of Fink and others were that there was no real
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anyone spending a day as

I

did in four widely-varying insti-

tutions could feel and sense considerable differences relating to the success of coexistence.
I

came then to the following way of thinking about the

two questions.

Since the two training units

—

the conservatory and the

university -- have quite different values and requirements,
there should logically be some tension between them.

point of alliance is not to destroy that tension.

The

If it is

gone, then so is the "intangible spirit" and there is no long-

er a truly effective musical training unit.

The question is

more one of how the tension is managed.
One way of explaining the tension was to consider the

sociological concepts of primary groups and bureaucracies.
LeBlond's study of professionalism and bureaucratization turned
my thought in this direction.

An able sociologist with a

firm grasp of musical knowledge, he had looked at the whole
d

picture of serious musical life in the United States since

World War II.

I

wondered what would happen then if

I,

a con-

servatory-trained musician who had taught in both a conservaexpertory and a university and had had some administrative
training
ience in a small liberal arts college, looked at the

picture through a sociological lens?

I

saw that it was impor-

teaching is a pritant to realize that in sociological terms
an administrative
mary group function which takes place within
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structure known as a bureaucracy; that is,
or more students

a

teacher and one

(primary group) operate within a school whose

size requires a certain degree of uniformity to administrative purposes

(bureaucracy)

.

-The

impact of size of group on

teaching and on administration will vary within these para-

meters according to the size of the class and the size of the
school

Primary groups are differentiated from bureaucracies on
the basis of size.

Primary groups are small, including com-

paratively few people; bureaucracies are large, involving

many.^^

Therefore, they must manage their affairs differently.

Primary groups depend on face-to-face interaction and the mo-

tivation that can come from personal relationships, while

bureaucracies must resort to rules to guide people's actions.
Obviously the emotional content of primary group relationships
will be higher than that of the bureaucracy.

Primary groups

tend to include the same people over a long period of time;

bureaucracies change personnel frequently.

This helps to give

a burthe primary group a certain identity not possible for

eaucracy

.

The bureaucracy handles uniform, repetitive tasks best,

individualistic
while the primary group handles non-unif om,

bureaucra^^However, even small groups can demonstrate imitative
is
structure
tic tendencies, especially when their
of larger institutions.
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tasks luost proficiently.

Obviously, the primary group has

far more flexibility and quicker response time than the bur-

eaucracy.

The bureaucrat is loyal to

his office; the prim-

niember is loyal to the people of his group.

The

bureaucracy must be impersonal; the primary group member can
be personal.

The primary group permits complete participa-

tion; the bureaucracy allows only partial participation.

It

rapidly becomes evident that the style of musical training
embodies primary group rather than bureaucratic values.
The central part of a young performer's training takes

place in the artist-teacher's studio.

This one-to-one rela-

tionship has many of the characteristics of a primary group
relationship.

It involves face-to-face interaction between

two people over an extended period of time.

The student is

identified with the teacher as well as with the specific performing area.

Further, although the task is specialized, the

relationship is often genera^l, going far beyond the task itself.

The nature of music and musical creation and re-crea-

tion involves the whole personality and, of course, is emotion laden.

The artist-teacher

'

s

coterie of students can,

in ef feet become a kind of family, the quintessential primary
,

group.

Most of these characteristics were easily seen in the

European atelier system which was common in the nineteenth
and early twentieth century.

Many artist-teachers strive to

maintain this atmosphere within

a school setting.
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Willard Waller further elaborates primary group characteristics

.

Primary groups are intimate and personal in that
they demand of the person his whole allegiance and
his unreserved participation.
In them the individual attains his most complete fulfillment as
a person; bathed in the warm, rich flow of response
which permeates the group, he can be conscious of
Beno lack which is not immediately supplied.
cause of the close person-to-person rapport that
exists in them, primary groups tend to unanimity.
Primary groups are usually face-to-face, for some
physical intimacy and the supplementation of verbal communication by gesture are apparently necesPrimary groups
sary for primary group rapport.
are informal, for the intervention of social frames
and forms, if in the least obvious, interferes
with the spontaneous give-and-take of persons
which constitutes the primary group. Primary groups
are usually permanent and are very re sis tent to
all forces of change. ^2
As societal institutions, schools by their very nature
13
are "responsible for a uniform product of a certain quality

but musicians, to be musicians, must be individual, not uniform.

To have a uniform outcome, there must be consistent

methods of assessing students; but jury performances, recitals,
and the like

—

the heart of a music student's assessment

are exactly the opposite.

Progress in most schools is done
But the competency-based

in a sequential, age-based fashion.

^^Willard Waller, The Sociology of Teaching,

Wiley
tion"
cago

&

Sons,

Inc.,

1967), p.

(N.Y.: John

176.

Formal OrganizaCharles E. Bidwell, "The School as a James March, (Ch
ed. by
n Handbook of Organizations
1965)/ p* 974.
Land McNally and Co.
,

,
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music school ensembles, for example, mix all ages, and selection is not made on the basis of grade, but of playing abilThe evaluation in a regular school focuses on the meas-

ity.

urable; the evaluation in a musical training school focuses

on the immeasurable and therefore is subjective.
The necessity to produce these uniform outcomes is. Bid-

well points out, "a powerful constraint toward bureaucratization"

.

These differences are not just between music programs and
their encompassing bureaucracies.

Music,

show, is an extreme type of primary group.

I

have tried to
However, all clas-

ses are actually primary groups in conflict with their admin-

istrative structure.

In fact. Waller observed that "the in-

trinsic nature of teaching runs counter to the bureaucratic

principle of school organization".^^
They are therefore caught in the middle

,

expected to ob-

serve bureaucratic standards in order to keep their jobs; and

with the
to exercise primary group values in their relations
teach
children (and to satisfy their own identity as effective
ers)

.

impossiGiven such a host of differences, it would seem

14 Ibid.

^^Ibid.

,

p.

969

(emphasis added).
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ble that there not be some tension, then, between an institution whose identity is definitely slanted towards the primary

group end of the continuum, and the affiliating institution,

definitely located towards the opposite end of the continuum.
That such tension is a reality is documented by many;
for example, by Eugene Litwak and Henry J. Meyer.

In their

writings about the relationships between bureaucracies and
primary groups they also touch specifically on the problem

within schools.

They observe that;

If, for example, the teacher is (or thinks he is)
required to emphasize clerical and other routine
aspects of the job, this emphasis may well pervade classroom teaching so that order and control
take precedence over learning and socialization.
Orderly records, neat rooms and neat children,
and adherence to schedules (uniform aspects of
education) may displace adaptability to individual differences and variability in teaching techOur observation is that this dilemma
niques
is critical for the school as a social organizaIts resolution requires deliberate attention.
tion
.

.

.

.

This dilemma, or tension, requires careful attention to
d

the style of administration of the school, a style which

permits rationalistic management of the routine
tasks of teachers and other persons in the organization while providing a human-relations
In a sense, this
style for non-uniform tasks.

Styles
^^Eugene Litwak and Henry J. Meyer, "Administrative ConTheoretical
and Community Linkage of Public Schools: Some
ed. by Albert
Society
Chancing
a
siderations” in S chools in
(emphasis
(N.Y.: The Free Press, 1965), p. 72
j. Reiss, Jr,
added)
,

,
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is the meaning of the assertion that the administrative style should allow the teacher to act
as a professional 17
.

The introduction to another Litwak-Meyer article states:

This theory is based on the idea that both bureaucratic and community primary groups are essential for achieving most tasks in our society. At
the same time, they have antithetical atmospheres.
Therefore, they are best linked when they are at
some midpoint of social distance.
If they are
too close, there will be conflicts because of
their atmospheres.
If they are too far, they will
not be able to coordinate to solve their mutual
problems 18
.

While discussing the inevitable tension between the two
sets of values, it is important to remember that even in a

conservatory, bureaucratic tendencies are demonstrated.

administration that must handle uniform tasks.

..

an

So the thrust

of this investigation is not to recommend elimination of all

governance from musical training units.
necessary.

Some is, of course,

The question is, will the governance sufficiently

embody and/or respect the unique values of the musical training unit to avoid overwhelmihg it with bureaucratic values,

either accidently or deliberately.
Litwak and Meyer discuss the question, can bureaucratic

^^ Ibid .

,

p.

71.

^^Eugene Litwak and Henry J. Meyer, "A Balance Theory
and Com
of Coordination Between Bureaucratic Organizations
Quarter_ly
munity Primary Groups", Administrative Scie n ce
June 1966, p. 31.
_,
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groups and primary groups coexist peacefully?

In their dis-

cussion of traditional sociological theory, they review the

work of several sociologists who analyzed the characteristics
of industrial bureaucratic organizations and primary groups

like the family, implying that the relationships are antithet-

For example, they cite Schumpeter as pointing out "how

ical.

the rationalistic elements of the work situation tend to un-

dermine affective family bonds. 19

This view made it likely

that "bureaucratic and external primary groups, unless they
are isolated, tend to conflict with each other. 20

The first

key assumption, therefore, is

that the primary group and the bureaucratic organization have antithetical, mutually destructive atmospheres. Bureaucracies operate on an instrumental basis, stress impersonality, specificity, the
use of rules, professional expertness, and so on.
Primary groups operate on a kinship or affective
system of evaluation, and stress diffuse, personal,
face-to-face contact, and similar relationships.

A second assumption is important:
That the activities of “the primary group are for
the most part directly replaceable by those of
Thus, if the burthe bureaucratic organization.
eaucratic organization (university) can perform
(cona task, there is no reason why the f^ily
assumption
servatory) should do so as well. This
rests, in turn, on the premise that in a mass

1

9

Ibid., p.

32.

20lbid.

,

p.

33.

^^Ibid.

,

p.

35.
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society bureaucratic organization is the most
efficient way to achieve most social goals.
Consequently, if the two types of organization
compete the bureaucracy will tend to supplant
the primary group
,

.

Since bureaucracies tend

'to

have access to more substan-

tial resources, these resources have permitted universities
to either "buy" the staff to start their own musical train-

ing unit, or to "buy out" an existing conservatory whose fin-

ancial resources have become inadequate.

Extending the analogy one more step, the university could
then tend to overwhelm the musical training unit with the values used to govern the rest of the university, thus diluting
the effectiveness of the musical training unit.

Litwak and Meyer suggest three clues to a proper balance:
first, the teacher is allowed to "act as a professional".

For

that reason, our analysis will ask such questions as: what
are the criteria for selecting and retaining faculty members?
and, how are faculty encouraged to be active professionally?

Second, the resolution of the tension "requires deliberate

attention".

Thus, we will look at how sensitive the adminis-

values
trative unit has been in dealing with such matters as
and graduaplaced on musical criteria for student admissions
performances.
tion as well as the encouragement of student

^^Ibid.

(emphasis added)

Third, they suggest that if the two opposites are "too close,

there will be conflicts because of their atmospheres".

Thus,

the degrees of closeness and distance will be examined in such

areas as geographic distinctness and distance from the university, name in which the degree is granted, and so on.

Although these questions do not directly address the subjective areas described earlier as intensity of focus, intensity of value, social intensity, and evaluation intensity;
the answers may give an indication of the allowance for such

intensity.

The criteria for selecting and maintaining faculty

members may tell us something about the intensity of value
and social intensity.

The sensitivity of the administrative

unit to values placed on musical criteria for student admissions and graduation may indicate both the amount and quality
of the intensity of value and evaluation intensity.

A look

at the geographic distance between music school and university

give some clues about how the "community of function

itiay

op—

4

erates.

Therefore, answers to questions about the degree of

musical intensity may be discovered in a rather oblique manner

.

tensions,
In the light of these differences and inevitable
a performer
someone looking at the requirements for educating

between indewould think that there must be vast differences
own programs
pendent music schools which can design their
of music which
without much outside interference, and schools
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are connected to universities.

The question of whether, in

fact, universities can absorb music conservatories without

destroying that which makes the conservatory work has engaged
the attention of several writers.

Hannewald observed this

tension.
The very nature of the discipline and its functioning within and outside the parent institution can place strains upon the administration
of the music unit.
The great diversity of purposes, programs, and activities serves to make
the administration of music complex
even a
small unit.
To this must be added the diversity found within the personnel of a music unit
the faculty with a great variety of professional preparations, competencies, personalities, and prejudices 23

—

—

.

His administrative/operational analysis concluded that

there was a need for greater clarity of goals and objectives
in music units, that better planning was needed on the part
of administrators, that more responsiblity should be placed
in the hands of non-academic personnel, and that a review of

the traditional posture toward academic programs be made.^^

Perkins has observed that there are elements in the uni-

versity which can suppress the atmosphere needed for artistic
should
training, but he believes that the university can and

of
^^Norman L. Hannewald, "Administrative Functioning
disser
Ed.D.
(Unpublished
Member Institutions of the NASM"
p. 6.
1974),
tation, Indiana University,
,

2^Ibid.

,

p

.
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Ill

make accommodations which would encourage artistic activity.
Lowry, in his 1962 address to graduate school deans, felt

that the transplantation of conservatory "atmosphere" would
be almost impossible to achieve.

However, he recently no-

ted that, in fact, some universities had achieved this goal
since the early 1960's.27

LeBlond has made it clear that the profession of serious

music as a whole has become increasingly bureaucratic in the
past thirty years.

We can trace this increase in musical
The movement from the artist's studio

training specifically.

to the conservatory and now to the university school of music;

from talent and competency as the credentials for work in the

profession to the competency-based diploma, to the academic
degree in musical performance

—

all illustrate a direction

away from the personal and individual towards a general and

bureaucratic certification system.

In the atelier, the teach-

er was responsible for all aspects of the student's develop-

James A. Perkins, "Should the Artist Come to the Campus?", Saturday Review July 17, 1965, p. 54.
,

2 ^ Lowry

,

op.

cit

.

27 jj^-j-Qj-yiew , New York City,

September 1977.

bureau^^Music and musical education has not escaped the
LeRichard
whole.
a
as
cratization that has affected society
Perthe
or
Blond, "Professionalization and Bureaucratization (Unpublishe
formance of Serious Music in the United States",
1968).
Ph.D. dissertation. University of Michigan,
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With the advent of the conservatory, some musical areas

merit.

such as history and theory were dealt with by others even

though the primary responsibility for the student's progress
was still with the artist-teacher.

As degree programs devel-

oped, the student's training became more diffuse and differ-

entiated.

Classroom teachers became more involved with eval-

uating students, and, in many cases, they were able to evaluate in an objective manner because of the nature of "new"
areas of study.

Although the student may feel that his per-

forming area is primary, the requirements for a degree have

given secondary or supportive areas equal and sometimes more
weight.
Thus the subjective nature of performance evaluation is

threatened.

The real question here is how well the primary

group values survive within the larger bureaucratic context.
One might assume that the more bureaucratic the context, the
less chance the primary group has to survive.
.

.

.we have the likelihood that the form of organ-

ization, to the degree that bureaucracy becomes
more prevalent in professional music, is such as
to produce tensions between organizational officials and the professional artists whose activities are being organized. We may expect these
tensions to be articulated in many ways be bureaucrats and by artists; we may also expect that
there will be a wide range of differences among
these expressions, in the degree to which they
point up understanding of the social organiza29
tional roots of much of the tension.
29ibid.

,

pp.

10-11.
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The question, then, of whether in fact universities can

absorb music conservatories without destroying that which

makes the conservatory work

-

that is, whether a unit embody-

ing predominantly bureaucratic values could take on a task so

obviously oriented towards primary group values
important.

—

becomes

For school administrators, Bidwell points out,

must constantly balance "three criteria in determining lines
of action: professional norms and standards, public wishes,

and fiscal efficiency.^®

Would public wishes for that uniform

product and fiscal efficiency gradually wear down the professional norms and standards of the musical training unit, once
the unit was removed from its cocoon of predominantly primary

group orientation?
I

concluded that the "intangible spirit" could be equated

with the primary group values that on the whole prevail in
the musical training unit, most exemplified by the conserva-

Since these values were so linked with the institution,

tory.
I

felt they constituted its unique identity; that is, the

—

spirit was this identity

a name for the intensity of ex-

perience that informs the atmosphere of the conservatory community.

In contrast, the university represented bureaucratic

which would
values, diversionary forces, or "diversion", that

^®Bidwell, op

.

cit

.

,

p.

977.
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reduce intensity.

"Success" of the relationship or arrange-

ment between the conservatory

(or

musical training unit) and

the university could be judged by clarity

of identity

degree to which these criteria were present and active.

—

the

A

strong identity would suggest a successful relationship and,
of course, signal effective training.

The thesis thus becomes this: that in order to resist

diversion (or keep a balance with it)

,

the musical training

unit must have and maintain a strong identity.

I

could iso-

late three basic components of such an identity/spirit/inten-

These became the basis for analyzing the practices at

sity.

the institutions under investigation.
I

For each of the three

selected two or more elements to analyze.
1.

2.

Identity to the public
a)

geographical

b)

publications

c)

name under which the degree is granted

Administrative identity
a)

governance

b)

support services

c)

fiscal decision-making

/uni
^lAbsence of data regarding careers of conservatory the
directly
versity graduates makes it impossible to confirm
satisfaction
effectiveness of training by employment or
teria.
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Prevalence of musical criteria as an indication of
identity
a)

faculty selection and retention criteria

b)

presence of performance diploma programs

c)

student admission and graduation requirements

d)

intensity of student's performing experiences

The physical identity, or that which the public sees as
the identity or image, is an important indicator.

The loca-

tion of the music buildings in relation to an affiliated university, the name under which catalogues and other printed

material are published, and the name in which the degree is
offered all affect the public's view of the institution.
Internally, there are two basic components: the adminis-

trative identity and the prevalence of musical criteria in

decision-making.

The governing structure can indicate where

on the bureaucratic-primary group continuum the music unit
stands.

If support services^ are controlled by the music unit,

they serve the unit directly, rather than indirectly or sec-

ondarily.

Finally, budget decisions and the degree of control

indication
the music unit has in such decisions is a prime

oi.

autonomy, and therefore individual identity.
group
But the largest, and by far the most interesting,
or predominance
of elements is clustered around the prevalence
In order to guage
of musical criteria in decision-making.
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the intensity of the musical experience of the music
school,
I

have chosen four elements which can be observed and which,

perhaps, may serve to show the level of intensity and weight
of musical values.

tials.

The university values degrees as creden-

The world of musical performance values proven abil-

ity in the concert hall for which there is no degree.

Al-

though the two (ability as a performer and a degree) are not

mutually exclusive, there is
teachers without degrees.

a

whole generation of artist-

So a comparison of the three schools'

faculty qredentials may be another indication of the values

held by the institutions.

Another element of musical intensity is the presence of

performance diplomas.

This hold-over from the past, when

the conservatory focused entirely on music, is still present
in many music schools

versities

—

even in those affiliated with uni-

.

Student admission and graduation requirements as well as
the intensity of their performing experiences while undergrad-

uates are final measures of musical intensity and identity.
The amount of time and weight given to musical activity can
be measured and thus give us some clues.
In the next chapter, we will examine these elements in

three musical training units: the New England Conservatory,
of Music,
an independent conservatory; the Cleveland Institute

a conservatory affiliated with Case V7estern Reserve Univer-

sity; and the Eastman School of Music, the music school of

the University of Rochester.

CHAPTER

VI

THREE CASES IN POINT

Introductory Profiles of the Three Music Schools
The New England Conservatory of Music is located in the

Back Bay section of Boston.

It is within two blocks of Sym-

phony Hall, the home of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, and
the Museum of Fine Arts.

The main conservatory building con-

tains three concert halls Jordan Hall, the largest, being one
;

of the finest halls in the city for solo and chamber music

recitals.
in 1928.

The main building was built in 19 01 and enlarged

A dormitory and library building adjacent to the

main building was built in 1960.
The Conservatory presently offers programs leading to
the Bachelor and Master of Music, an undergraduate perform-

ance diploma, and an artist's diploma.

Applied music concen-

trations are offered in all orchestral instruments, piano,
organ, harpsichord, guitar, and voice.

Applied programs are

also offered in the performance of early music, vocal accompaniment, and jazz.

Other concentrations include composition,

jazz composition, conducting, music literature, third stream,

and music education.

Besides the degree and diploma programs,

the Conservatory has a preparatory department for pre-college

age students.
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The conservatory was founded by Eben Toujee in 1867.

opened in rented space in the Boston Music Hall.

It

In 1879, it

was incorporated under the laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

In 1882, the St. James Hotel in Franklin Square

was purchased and became the conservatory home until the pres-

ent building on Huntington Avenue was built.

Although the New England Conservatory is, and always has
been, independent, it has had reciprocal arrangements with

various institutions in Boston throughout the years, including Boston University, Emerson College, Harvard University,

and now, Simmons College.
The Cleveland Institute of Music was founded in 1920 as
an independent music school.

mansion to
Cleveland.

a new

In 1961, it moved from an old

building in the University Circle area of

About thirty cultural, educational and service

institutions are located in this area, including Case Western
Reserve University, The Cleveland Museum of Art, the Cleveland Institute of Art, and Severance Hall, the home of the

Cleveland Orchestra.
Since 1969, the Institute of Music has confined its acti-

vities to applied music, theoretical studies, composition,
and Dalcroze Eurythmics for preparatory, as well as college
students.

Students concentrating in these areas are centered

at the Institute.

But degrees are obtained through a "joint

music hisprogram" with Case Western Reserve University where

1 20

tory

and.

literature as well as general studies are given to

Bachelor and Master of Music and Doctor of Musical Arts students enrolled at the Institute.

The University offers con-

^®^trations in musicology and music education.

These univer—

sity students do all their applied music and theoretical studies at the Institute.

Each school remains independent while working cooperatively with the other on a mutually-shared campus.
Both institutions take pride in this unique
endeavor which permits two autonomous institutions
to. make available to all students at both schools
the total resources of a professional music school
and a large university.^
The Eastman School of Music was established at the Uni-

versity of Rochester through the beneficience of George Eastman, who gave twenty million dollars to the school over a

period of almost fifteen years.

He began by purchasing the

Institute of Musical Art in Rochester and affiliating it with
the University.

He then bought land in downtown Rochester

and had a music school building and a theatre built.

From the outset, in 1921, the Eastman School offered a

Bachelor of Music degree, as well as an Eastman School Certificate.

There was also a preparatory and special students

division which had over one thousand students enrolled.

By

1930, the certificate course was dropped, and with the excep-

^Course Catalogue of the Cleveland Institute of Music,
1975-77.
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tion of the inclusion of the preparatory division,
the Eur-

opean conservatory became transformed into an American university school of music.
In the early years, academic subjects were studied at

the University College of Arts and Sciences.

Eventually, col-

lege instructors were assigned to teach courses at Eastman.

Finally, permanent academic instructors were appointed to the

Eastman Faculty.

By 1930, the University's main campus was

moved from its downtown location to a new campus overlooking
the Genesee River, about two miles from Eastman.

man School has remained at its downtown site.

The East-

Thus, although

the Eastman School is a "college" of the University, the sep-

arate campuses, the inclusion of academic instruction within
the Eastman School, and Eastman's fairly large and specific

endowment all contribute to a large measure of independence

enjoyed by the music school.
Eastman offers concentrations in instrumental and vocal
applied music, composition, music history, music education
and theory towards a Bachelor of Music; music education, musicology, and theory towards a Master of Arts; composition,

music education, performance and church music, vocal or instrumental performance and literature, jazz studies and con-

temporary media towards a Master of Music; composition, music
education, performance and church music, performance and lit-

erature towards a Doctor of Musical Arts.

The College of Arts
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and Sciences at the University of Rochester offers a Bachelor
of Arts with a concentration in music in cooperation with the

Eastman School where applied music is studied.
All three schools offer undergraduate degrees in musical performance and have preparatory departments

.

All are mem-

bers of the National Association of Schools of Music; The New

England Conservatory and the Cleveland Institute are also
members of the Association of Independent Conservatories of

Although the three schools have much in common, their

Music.

sizes differ.

CHART

1

Faculty and Enrollment 1976-77 (approximate)

New England

Cleveland

Eastman

Faculty*

133

77

92

Full-Time Equivalent

700

210

625

Preparatory Dept. Enroll.

550

2600

530

*includes full and part-time faculty in the college divisions,
but not necessarily all those assigned solely to the Preparatory Departments

Physical Identity
Because of the special spatial and acoustical needs of

music program, it is not unusual to find a special building
in a multior cluster of buildings set aside for music even

a

purpose institution.

And in the case of separate identity.
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it also becomes important in the way to
which it is referred.

Part of this is linked to the name of the
music unit; i.e.,
The School of Music at Indiana University as
opposed

to The

Eastman School of Music at the University of Rochester.

The

buildings of the first are referred to simply as "The School
of Music at Indiana", whereas in the latter, the buildings

to as

The Eastman School".

Both music schools

are units of the larger university, but the latter seems to

have a more individual or separate identity.

At Eastman, this separate identity is further reinforced
by the location of the school, its annex, and its dormitory
space.

All of Eastman's facilities are located compactly

within a three-block radius in downtown Rochester, whereas
the rest of the University of Rochester is located two miles

away in a less urban setting.

The main Eastman building,

which houses its concert halls, teaching studios, classrooms,
and offices, was built in the 1920'

s.

A few years ago, the

decision was made to renovate the existing downtown facility,
rather than to move the school to the main University of Rochester campus.

Although cost was certainly a factor, Eastman

administrators and faculty expressed the desire to remain in
the urban setting and to restore the excellent performance

halls, rather than to build new ones.

Although the Cleveland Institute of Music is an entirely
separate institution from Case Western Reserve University, it

12

4

maintains a joint program with the University
to which it is
physically adjacent. Before 1961, the Institute
building was
an old mansion some distance away from its
present
site.

In

1961, the new building, situated in University Circle,
was

opened.

The Institute had chosen to build in an area where

various cultural and educational institutions were
together.

clustered

But the Institute building is clearly its own, and

what goes on within its walls is determined by the Institute
administration.

Although the Institute and the University

depend on each other much more than Eastman and the University of Rochester do for programs and services, the Institute
has gone to great lengths to preserve separate identity.

It

maintains its own name; rather than being called "The Cleveland Institute of Music at Case Western Reserve University",
it uses the term "joint program" to describe its relationship.

Whereas Eastman has its own dormitories near the music school
building, students at the Institute apply to Case Western Re-

serve University for living accommodations.

Thus, although

there is a dormitory very near the Institute which is primarily reserved for music students, it is possible that music

students could be mixed with university students in living

arrangements.

At Eastman, the distance between the two cam-

puses makes this impossible.
All required courses at Eastman are given in the music
school facility.

However, academic electives at the Univer-
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sity are open to Eastman students.

Scheduling has been ad-

justed to facilitate such a flow of students between campuses,
for Eastman classes begin on the half-hour and University

classes begin on the hour, allowing traveling time; and a
shuttle bus goes regularly between the two sites.
At the Cleveland Institute, on the other hand, only ap-

plied music and theory is taught.

Thus, students must move

to University buildings for courses in music history and lit-

erature as well as general studies courses.

However, with

the Institute building adjacent to the University campus. In-

stitute students move about from class to class much the same

way that other university students do.
The New England Conservatory has always been an independ-

ent institution with its own building and dormitory facilties.
But it has, over the years, had several cooperative relationships with other schools in the greater Boston area.

None

have been very long-lived nor fully exploited by students.
To begin with, the relationship with Simmons College

most recent) has several impractical aspects.

(the

Simmons is a

women's college, so male Conservatory students are often reluctant to take advantage of courses offered there.

But more

important, it has been logistically difficult, for Simmons
is about a mile away from the Conservatory with no public

transportation between the two.

No scheduling adjustment has

ever been made, so that class or rehearsal conflicts often
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preclude Conservatory student enrollment.

Finally, all re-

quired courses are offered at the Conservatory
itself, and
therefore, it is not really necessary for the student

to go

outside.

None of the other institutional affiliations have

been physically adjacent.

The Conservatory has always placed

the burden of participation in a cooperative venture on
the

student.
In recent times of fiscal distress, the New England Con-

setvatory has clung tightly to its independent status even
at the risk of losing some of its qualitative virtues.

This

tenacity has been evident in many ways, including the condition of existing facilities.

All rumored discussions with

other educational institutions during the past five years have
come to nothing because of the alleged conditions of autonomy

demanded by the Conservatory administration.

These rumors

are a great source of discussion in the Boston community, as

well as in the musical education community at large.

It is

clear that institutional identity physically has been main-

tained by both the Eastman School and the Cleveland Institute,

even though the level of affiliation in each is vastly different.

This variable alone can be accommodated.

Apparently,

the New England Conservatory believes identity is so critical

that it would rather see its programs and facilities deter-

iorate than merge.

Physical identity is further reinforced by these three
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institutions by separate publications under
their own names.
All three schools have individual catalogue
and public relations publications. All the music units
also have their own

development and fund-raising offices.

Eastman naturally co-

ordinates these activities with the University of
Rochester;
however, to the world at large, these separate publications

and specific development activities reinforce Eastman's
spe-

cific and unique image.

Another indication of the music unit's identity to the
outside world is the name or order of names in which the degrees are granted.

In this variable, all three schools are

different and reflect their organizational structure.

The

New England Conservatory, being an independent school, grants
its own degree.

The performing major at the Cleveland Insti-

tute receives his degree from both the Cleveland Institute
and Case Western Reserve University.

The Eastman graduate

receives his degree from the University of Rochester.

Thus,

the New England graduate has a conservatory degree, the Cleve-

land graduate has, in essence, both a conservatory and a uni-

versity degree, and the Eastman student has a university degree

.

We can see here that the actual physical identity of each

school has been easy to see and to maintain.

But there are

other variables, some of them much more elusive, which also

point out identity.
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Administrative Identity
How much separateness is reflected in the
administrative

structures of the three institutions?

As might be expected,

at the head of the New England Conservatory, there
is the
of President.

In the case of the two "affiliated"

schools, however, both are called "Directors"

—

Director of

the Eastman School of Music of the University of Rochester;

Music Director of the

Cleveland Institute of Music.

In these

two situations the unique name of the musical unit comes first.

Titles do not always reflect function, however.

At the

independent New England Conservatory, the President is indeed
the top administrative officer appointed by and directly re-

sponsible to the Board of Trustees.

At Eastman, however, the

Director functions very much like the dean of a university
college appointed by and answerable to the President of the

University of Rochester as well as a Board of Governors and
a Visiting Committee.

Thus the governance of the Eastman

School is heavily influenced by the parent institution, but
does include some musicians.

But with all three schools, gov-

ernance rests primarily with the heads of the schools.

^The Eastman Board of Governors consists of 9 University
administrators and trustees, 2 Eastman administrators (including the Director) and two other members. The Visiting Committee consists of one-half University trustees and the other
half musicians, mostly from outside the institution.
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The Cleveland Institute has its own Board of
Trustees

which appoints the Music Director.
this title

-

The qualifying word in

Music - implies that he functions like an artis-

tic director to the Institute.

cific administrative direction.

He is not called upon for spe-

Instead, during the past two

years, the Institute has had a unique arrangement: three top

administrators working in consort; along with the Music Director, a Dean- Academic Director, and a Dean-Administrative

Director.^

This troika is directly answerable to the Insti-

tute Board of Trustees.

Further direction comes from a Joint

Board of Trustees, who are responsible for the coordinated

program of the two institutions.

The Joint Board includes

members from the Board of Trustees of the Cleveland Institute
and the Board of Trustees of Case Western Reserve University.

CHART

2

Upper Level Administration

Institution

New England

Eastman

Cleveland

University Control

U.
U.

Bd. of Trus.

President

Music Unit Control

Cons. Bd. Trus.

Inst. Bd. of
Trus.

Head Executive

President

Mus.Dir./ Director
Dean-Admin/
Dean-Acad.

Exec. V. Pres.

^This arrangement has changed in the Fall of 1977 since
the Music Director has been named President of the Institute.
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AS might be expected, the New England
Conservatory has

Its own administrative services.

During the past fifteen

years it has added such areas as Public
Relations and Development and has begun to formalize an Alumni
Office within the
School.
The Cleveland Institute also provides similar
administrative services. At Eastman, however, it is interesting
to note that although it has its own administrative
services,

some of these

Alumni

—

—

Public Relations, Development, Placement/

are tied directly to the University.

Those who are

Directors of such areas at Eastman have double titles; they
are also Assistant Directors in those areas at the University
of Rochester.

There are two other differences at Eastman:

financial aid is taken care of by the University, and Eastman
has its own Dean of Students.

There is no "Dean of Students"

in either the New England Conservatory or at the Cleveland

Institute.

Both of these more independent schools have some-

one within the school to handle financial aid.

Because of the tripartite arrangement at Cleveland, there
is no real secondary administrative level, although the "Dean"

part of each Director (administrative and academic) functions
at this level some of the time.

The following chart shows

the next levels of administration at each institution.

Al-

though some of the actual titles differ, they have been com-

pared by function.

^

—Secondary
and
Three Schools

New England
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—

Lower ~ Lev els of Administration at

Cleveland

Dean (academic)
Administrative Dir.
Dir. of Admissions

Dir. of Prep. Dept.
Dir. of Pub. Rel.
Dir. of Development

Dir. of Devel.

Registrar/Fin. Aid.

Registrar
Financial Aid®
Librarian

Librarian
Dir. of Residence/
Placement

Eastman
Asst. Dir. (academic)
Asst. Dir. (admin.)

Dir. of Admis.(3
Business Mgr.
Dir. Prep. Dept.
Dir. Pub. Rel.

Business Manager

i-h^.

Dir. of Admissions

Business Manager
Dir. of Prep. Dept.
Dir. of Pub. Rel.
(Asst. Dir. at Univ.)
Dir. of Development
(Asst. Dir. at Univ.)

Registrar

Librarian
Dean of Students
Dir. of Place./
Alumni
(Asst. Dir. at Univ.)
Dir. Physical Plant

Supt. of Maintenance

Custodian

Alumni Director*
^Combined position

Pres, of Alumni Assoc.*

The placement of Alumni offices in the three schools dif
fers.

At the New England Conservatory, although there is a

full-time Director of Alumni, this title is not mentioned in
the catalogue.

The Cleveland Institute has no such office.

Instead, the President of the Alumni Association is mentioned
in the catalogue.

Another interesting aspect to note is the relative impor
tance of placement in these professional schools.
imal at two schools.

It is min-

At the New England Conservatory, the
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placement officer is very part-time, while at Cleveland,
placement is done on an ad hoc basis
usually by the Academic

—

Dean.

At Eastman, however, placement is directly linked to

the Alumni Office and the word "placement" comes first in
the

Eastman title.

(Note that it is second in the Director of

Residence title at the New England Conservatory.)

Another indication of administrative identity is that of

decision-making regarding fiscal matters.

The New England

Conservatory and the Cleveland Institute, with their own Boards
of Trustees, have total control over their budgets.

At East-

man, on the other hand, the University of Rochester controls
the budget.

But the University also manages a substantial

endowment fund which is restricted for use by Eastman.

Thus,

Eastman administrators have more leeway than most university

music schools.
Prevalence of Musical Criteria as an Indication of Identity
The prevalence of musical (over general

academic or ad-

ministrative) criteria in making decisions is probably the

strongest evidence of musical identity.

These range from cri-

teria for faculty selection and retention, student admission
policies, the use of juries and auditions for student promotion, encouragement of performance both within and without

the institution, to the granting of special performance degrees.

All three music schools state that they select faculty
on the basis of teaching ability.

With artist- teachers

,

the
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main measure used is their ability to attract and retain
students.

Artist— teacher s are also often judged by the perform-

ance of their students in jury examinations and recitals.

At

the New England Conservatory and the Cleveland Institute,

teaching contracts are given on a year-to-year basis.

At

Eastman, the usual university pattern of rank and tenure prevails.

But even in this setting, the Director, Robert Free-

man, maintains that the pr.imary value at Eastman is the fac-

ulty member's ability to attract and to maintain good students.
The second most important criterion is the teacher's profes-

sional status as a musician.

Although service to the school.

University, and community are also considered in promotion
and tenure cases, Mr. Freeman stated that he saw this last

cluster of criteria as the least important.*^
One measure of the Eastman School's ability to hold to

these musical criteria for artist-teachers, despite the pre-

valence of university-wide criteria in this area, is the lesser importance they give to academic credentials for full and

associate professors.

Of the fifty applied music faculty

holding these ranks, seven do not have academic degrees.

In

"^Interview with Robert Freeman, Rochester, New York,
Nov. 16, 1976.

^These faculty members either hold performance diplomas
wit
from European conservatories or list the artist-teachers
whom they studied.
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musical classroom areas, however, all of the
faculty hold
graduate degrees; of the thirty classroom teachers,
twentythree have doctorates and seven have masters degrees.^

CHART

4

Degrees and Rank at the Eastman School

Doctorate

Masters

Bachelors

None

Applied Music Faculty
Professor

3

7

16

5

Associate Professor

5

10

2

2

Assistant Professor

3

5

2

0

Instructor

0

8

4

1

Professor

8

3

0

0

Associate Professor

8

1

0

0

Assistant Professor

7

1

0

0

Instructor

0

2

0

0

Music Classroom

d

But even with this evidence of flexibility in applied mu
sic faculty at Eastman, the academic degree is still more im-

portant there than at the other two schools

.

Chart

5

classi-

^In the University of Rochester's College of Arts and
Sciences, 495 faculty members hold Doctorates, 40 hold masters degrees, 14 hold bachelor degrees and only 2 (in the
Fine Arts Department) have no academic degrees.
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fies the music faculty of all three schools by degrees held.

Twenty percent of the New England Conservatory faculty and
thirty percent of the Cleveland Institute faculty do not hold
degrees, whereas only eleven percent of the Eastman faculty

have no degrees.

CHART

5

Music Faculty by Type of Degree

New England
Doctorates

Cleveland

Eastman

8

5

33

Masters

45

27

37

Bachelors

29

22

14

None

51

23

8

Chart

6

shows that in all three schools, the preponder-

ance of doctorates teach in music classroom situations such
as theory, music history

arid

literature, and music teacher

training
An examination of the biographies printed in the music
school catalogues of those faculty members who do not hold

academic degrees shows that their qualifications are based
on their professional experience.

Educational background

stresses the teachers with whom they studied.

In some cases,

performance
the training was done in Europe where professional
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CHART

6

Degrees by Teaching Area of Faculty at the Three
Institutions

New England

Cleveland

Eastman

music nonmusic
music nonapplied class music applied class applied class music

Doctorates

1

7

3

2

3

11

22

4

Masters

25

20

2

19

8

30

7

2

Bachelors

28

1

3

18

4

14

0

1

None

47

4

1

23

0

8

0

0

diplomas, not degrees, were awarded.
All three schools have different diploma arrangements.

Performance diploma programs in this country are rare, but
the conservatories usually maintain some kind of diploma along

with degree programs.
diploma can be earned

At the Eastman School, a performer

^ addition

s

to the Bachelor of Music.

In addition to regular academic degrees, the applied
music student may be a candidate for the Performmay
er's Certificate. The Performer's Certificate
baccalaureate
the
be granted with, or following,
approdegree and requires public performances and
val of the entire Eastman faculty.

along the lines
The Cleveland Institute gives a diploma

Music, 1976-77, p.36.
’^Bulletin of the Eastman School of
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of the early traditions in American Conservatories
which clo-

sely resembles European diploma programs.

A four-year undergraduate program is offered for
students not concerned with an academic degree
but dedicated to a career in composition and/or
performance. Applicants must demonstrate superability and must be approved by the Admissions
,

Committee. All details of admission, residence,
graduation, and performance requirements are identical with those listed for the Bachelor of Music
degree, with the exception of liberal arts requirements as specified in the outline of the B.M.
curriculum.
Omission of all liberal arts credit
hours permits total concentration in the major
field.

At the New England Conservatory a similar undergraduate

diploma is obtainable.^

The Conservatory also awards a dip-

loma on the graduate level as do both Cleveland and Eastman.
The program leading to the Artist's Diploma is
restricted to candidates possessed of the Bachelor of Music degree or equivalent qualifications with significant professional or semiprofessional experience. Candidates for admission must possess a highly advanced technique
and the artistic and personal qualifications
necessary to their success as performers. They
must give evidence of substantial and varied
repertoire as well as considerable performing
experience. This program is offered in applied
instruments, voice, and chamber music.

^Course Catalogue of the Cleveland Institute of Music,
1975-77, p. 32.
^It should be noted, however, that in both schools enrollment in undergraduate diploma programs is minimal.

^^Course Catalogue of the New England Conservatory of
Music, 1976-77, p. 22.
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The Artist's Diploma is the highest award possible
for
a performer at a music school.

highly sought after.

in musical circles, it is

But outside of those circles, its mar-

ket value is negligible compared to the academic degree.

In

the end, of course, it is the performer's ability to communi-

cate musically, not the degree he possesses, that really counts.
For many, the time and concentration allowed in a diploma pro-

gram makes progress as a performer swifter.

The inclusion of

a diploma program within the academic setting of a school is

another indication of musical identity.

The New England Con-

servatory and the Cleveland Institute have maintained their

undergraduate diploma option.

Eastman insists on the degree

with the performer's certificate as an added incentive to outstanding undergraduate performers.

But all three schools re-

serve the Artist Diploma for those who they think show extra-

ordinary performing ability.
Student admission procedures also reflect musical identity.

No performance major can enter any of the three schools

without the essential audition.

No matter what the other

qualifications may be, if the student does not pass an entrance
audition he will not be accepted to the school.
The New England Conservatory and the Cleveland Institute

both require SAT scores while Eastman states in its catalogue
that
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College entrance examinations are not required,
but they are helpful in considering the applicant’s qualifications
At first glance this would lead one to believe that the

university music school is less concerned with academic ability than the other two schools.

However, the Eastman cata-

logue also notes a class rank requisite:

Admitted students normally rank in the upper half
of their class, and selection is made largely
from those students ranking in the top quarter.
Neither of the other two schools make any statements
about high school class rankings.

Although all three schools

require a high school diploma, the New England Conservatory

catalogue states that:
This requirement may be waived if other qualifications are sufficiently strong.

The Cleveland Institute is the only school that requires

candidates to pass entrance auditions in "theory, general

knowledge of music and musicians, and, for non-piano majors,
secondary piano".

Eastman and the New England Conservatory

give theory placement tests, but acceptance is not affected
by these tests.

Of the three schools, the independent New

l^Bulletin of the Eastman School of Music, 1976-77, p.29.
(emphasis added)
^^ Ibid.

^^Course Catalogue of the New England Conservatory of
Music, 1976-77, p. 17.
Music,
^^Course Catalogue of the Cleveland Institute of
1975-77, p. 29.
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England Conservatory is the only one which requires anything
like the following;

All candidates will submit a short essay (not a
biographical summary) on a specific subject to
demonstrate the candidate's ability to express
himself in writing. At the time of the audition,
applicants will also be asked to write an essay
on an assigned subject.
An hour writing time
will be given for that purpose. 15

CHART

7

Freshman Admission Requirements and Procedures

New England

Cleveland

Eastman

X

X

Musical Criteria

Audition

X

Theory /Musicianship Exam.

X

Academic Criteria
High School Diploma

X*

X

SAT

X

X

Essay Writing

X

Class Rank in High
School

X

X

*may be waived

l^Course Catalogue of the New England Conservatory of
Music, 1976-77, p. 17.
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It is cle^r from Chart

that Cleveland has developed an

7

admission structure with wider-ranging musical criteria than
the other two schools

.

New England may waive the high school

diploma, but it still expects students to take SAT's and to

have verbal writing skills.

Eastman does not require SAT's,

but does expect superior academic ability as measured by high
school class ranking.

However, it

v/as

quietly admitted by

some of those interviewed at each school that extra-musical

requirements had been waived in some cases where the candidate's performance audition had been outstanding.

In other

words, the audition is the key entrance variable.
Of the two affiliated schools

,

the university control

over admissions is interesting to observe, because the situation is the reverse of what one might expect.

At Eastman,

the music school even has a say in the acceptance of students
to the A.B. music program at the University of Rochester. Why?
In this program all applied music is taken at Eastman

and

Eastman faculty members teach the musical academics at the
University.

The Cleveland Institute has less control over

admissions than does Eastman.

Students applying to the B.M.

and M.M. programs which are centered at the Institute are de-

cided upon by the Institute, but candidates for the D.M.A.,
also primarily an Institute program, must be approved by the

University as well.

Unlike Eastman, the Institute has no in-

University;
put in decisions regarding music programs at the

14

the two faculties are entirely separate.

2

Thus, by the "in-

filtration" of Eastman School faculty into the University
of

Rochester setting, the musical identity of the Eastman School
is actually stronger than that of the more autonomous
Cleve-

land Institute.

The New England Conservatory, being indepen-

dent, naturally has total control over its own admissions.

Another indication of musical identity is the weight
given to musical criteria for graduation.

The National Asso-

ciation of Schools of Music guidelines state that:
For all Bachelor of Music degrees except those in
music education, music therapy, and certain combined curricula, it is expected that, regardless
of specific distribution, at least 65% of a typical 120-128 semester hour degree program be in
music courses.

For the Bachelor of Music in performance, the NASM spe-

cifically recommends the following curricular structure:
Study in the major area of performance, including
ensemble participation, pedagogy courses, independent study, and recitals, should comprise 25%
to 35% of the total program; supportive courses
in music, 25% to 35%; general studies, 25%-35%; and
elective areas of study 10% to 15%. Elective courses should remain the free choice of the student.
The NASM also allows for flexibility in the general studies area.

l^National Association of Schools of Music "NASM Handbook 1977", p. 38.
^"^Ibid.
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Some music courses, if conceived and taught in
relation to other realms of human experience,
may be appropriately included in the category
of general studies.
Some music history or music
literature courses, or courses in acoustics or
aesthetics, may meet this criterion.

With these parameters in mind, a view of how each school
distributes its requirements is interesting.

The piano major

working towards a Bachelor of Music degree has a similar program in each school.

However, there are differences in the

nijmber of credit hours awarded and in the amount of time spent

in several areas.

Therefore, it is important for this dis-

cussion to look at both Charts
CHART

8

9

and 10 simultaneously.

Bachelor of Music Requirements for the Piano Major:
NASM Categories

Credit Hours

Eastman

Cleveland

New England

Performance

62

52

51

Supportive Music

27

46

38

General Studies

24

30

24

Electives

4-6

18 Ibid.

(6

included

in supp. courses)

,

p.

35

8
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CHART

9

Bachelor of Music Requirements for the Piano Major

Credit Hours

Eastman

Cleveland

New England

48

40

36

6

8

1

Org. (such as chorus,
orch.

4

0

6

Accompaniment

8

0

4

Piano Methods/
Pedagogy

4

4

*

Piano Performance
Seminar

0

0

4

18

30

26

Eurythmics

0

4

0

History/Literature
of Music

9

12

12

2-4

30

24

Piano
En semb le /Chambe
Music

Ensemble/Performing

Theory

General Studies

Electives

4-6

*included in piano performance seminar
@6 included in history/literature

8
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Cip^RT IQ

Approximate N umber of Semesters of Study in ReaiH
^
Curriculum of Piano Major

Eastman

Cleveland

New England

Piano

8

8

8

Ensemble/Chamber
Music

6

8

2

Org.

2

0

6

Accompaniment

4

0

2

Piano Methods/
Pedagogy

1

4

*

Piano Performance
Seminar

0

0

4

Theory

6

15

9

Eurythmics

0

4

0

History/Literature
of Music

3

4

4

General Studies

8

10

8

Ensemble/Performing

Electives

2

or

3

*included in piano performance seminar
@2 included in History/Lit.

total

§

2

or

3
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Chart

9

shows that in all three schools, the student

spends all eight semesters studying piano, his major
instrument.

Lessons are for one hour weekly.

Yet Eastman gives

the highest number of credit hours, 48; Cleveland is next

with 40, and New England gives only 36.

One might expect that

the independent school would give the highest value to its

central purpose and the university school would give the lowInstead the opposite is true.

est.

Furthermore, Eastman's

total applied music credit hours (piano, ensembles, accompaniment) are the highest as well with 66 credits given in those

areas.

Cleveland awards 48 credit hours, and New England

awards 47.

When looking at Chart 10, one sees that although

the proportion of time spent by the student in applied music
is smaller,

Eastman is still ahead with 20 semesters of stu-

dent time in applied music.
has only 16.

New England has 18 and Cleveland

When one includes all work directly relating to

the instrument - piano - as well, such as piano methods/peda-

gogy, and piano performance seminar, the semesters do even
out.

New England is now in front with 22, Eastman with 21,

and Cleveland with 20.

However, Chart

9

shows Eastman still

gives the greatest value to applied music and piano-related

courses with a total of 66 credit hours.

Cleveland awards 48

and New England, 47.
In theoretical studies Cleveland stands out from this
of
group in both the number of credit hours and the number
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semesters spent.

Further it is the only school to require

Dalcroze Eurythmics, which could be included in the
theory
group.
Cleveland also requires more study in general academic areas.

From studying these charts, one could conclude that East-

man gives more value to the student's major concentration than
the other two schools.

But when one looks at all the gradu-

ation requirements, Cleveland puts more stress on actual performance than do Eastman or New England.
All three schools state that performing opportunities

abound throughout one's undergraduate years at the schools.
All three schools require yearly jury examinations during
the first three years and a solo recital during the senior

year.

But Cleveland requires that each performing major ap-

pear in two Institute concerts each year.

It also requires

a junior recital of one-third to one-half of a total solo

program.

And besides a senior solo recital, Cleveland re-

quires that each student appear in a public performance of
a

major ensemble work during the senior year.
The Cleveland Institute is the smallest of the three mu-

sic units described here with approximately 210 full time

students.

Thus, Cleveland's performance requirements are
\

^^The New England Conservatory has about 700 full time
students; the Eastman School has about 630.
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more manageable there than they would be at the other
two
schools.

However, these opportunities and requirements are

deemed so important by Cleveland that the school consciously
limits its enrollment in the various major fields to what it
feels is an optimal level for its program and facilities.

Another aspect of performance concerns that which takes
place outside -the institution by both students and faculty.
Since many of the artist-faculty at all three schools are also

members of the local symphony orchestra, they have high visibility as performers.

Almost all of the artist-teachers at

Cleveland teach on a part-time basis, leaving time for performance both within and without, which is a normal and ex-

pected activity.

All three schools have a faculty recital

program which runs throughout the year within the institution.
But Eastman has a special concert series at Lincoln Center in

New York, as well.

The purpose is two-fold: to take Eastman

talent and expose it at the center of American musical activity, and to promote faculty development at the same time.

Thus Eastman often sponsors New York debuts of their younger

talented faculty

—

an added incentive for an artist-teacher

to live and work in Rochester.

Students at New England and Cleveland have no restrictions on their performing outside the institution.

At East-

durman, however, no student may accept a playing engagement

ing the academic year without permission of the Director.

At
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the other two schools, although permission is not
required,

any interference with the student's conservatory program
is

not tolerated.

The amount of outside performance taken on by

students is difficult to assess.
It is almost as difficult to assess the amount and qual-

ity of participation all students have in school performing

organizations, especially when the school is large.

Wind

players have a greater problem than string players in orchestras, since fewer are needed.

Thus, schools whose admissions

quotas are built around performing organization need are more
apt to utilize all students in those organizations.

Cleve-

land is the strictest of all three schools in this area.

East-

man also uses performing organization seat availability for
restricting admissions.

But the New England Conservatory has

not used such criteria during the past twenty years.

Although

orchestra listings may include all students, it is clear that
if a school has forty flutists and only eight

perfoming or-

ganization chairs, a rotation system is necessary.

Thus, the

actual amount of time and repertoire for the individual instru-

mentalist is severely limited; and

a

plethora of wind students

who need orchestral experience must find it outside the school
in community orchestras and ensembles.
In the matter of identity, these performing organizations

have two purposes: first, to give each student the density
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of experience, and secondly, to expose these organizations
(and the name of the school)

to the public outside the school.

The density problem has already been discussed.

The public

exposure, however, directly affects the density and poses a
dilemma.

If a performing organization is primarily a "show-

case" of musical talent, only those students who already ex-

hibit technical and musical proficiency in auditions will be

involved in these groups.

This simulates the professional

world to which most of the students aspire, but leaves many
students out of the training group altogether.

On the other

hand, if the performing organizations have no real concert

goals, the rigor of training necessary to prepare students
for a highly competitive profession is absent.

Administrators

at all three schools believe that they have struck a balance

between these two extremes.
Although actual assessment of this balance is difficult
to make, one can take a look at the variety of opportunities

offered by each school.

All three have orchestras, wind

groups, jazz ensembles, collegia (early music groups)

theaters, and choral organizations.

,

opera

The Cleveland Institute

and Case Western Reserve University share in performing organ-

izations to make up the full complement.

As seen in Chart 11,

numthe independent New England Conservatory has the greatest

ber of performing organizations.
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CHART 11

Performing Organizations at the Three Schools

New England Conservatory

Cleveland Institute

Conservatory Symphony

CIM Orchestra

Orch.

Repertory Orchestra

Conservatory Wind Ensemb.
Repertory Wind Ensemble
Chamber Wind Ensemble
Jazz Ensemble
Collegium Musicum
Contemporary Music Ens.
Third Stream Ensemble

Conservatory Opera Thtr.
Conservatory Chorus
Concert Choir
Chamber Singers
Repertory Chorus

Eastman School

Eastman Philh.
Eastman Sch.
Symphony
Eastman Studio
University Bands
Orchestra
Eastman Wind
CIM Chamber Ensemb.
Ensemble
University Jazz Ens. Eastman Wind
University Coll. Ens. Orchestra

CIM Opera Theatre
University Chorale

Eastman Jazz
Ensemble
Eastman Coll.
Musicum
Eastman Mus.
Nova Ensem.

Eastman Opera
Theatre
Eastman Chrle.

Finally, another indication of musical identity is the

presence of a preparatory department.

Although an increasing

number of universities include adult or continuing education
programs, it is highly unusual for children to attend a higher educational facility on a regular basis.

But tradition-

ally, conservatories have served all age groups especially
the younger ones.

The New England Conservatory, which ten

years ago used its Boston building and three suburban locations
to serve two thousand students

cation

,

how uses only one suburban lo-

been cut
Its present total preparatory enrollment has
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to 565 students.

This cut has been ascribed both to finan-

cial pressures and to the overuse of the Boston
building.

Eastman maintains a preparatory department with some
530 students, about the same as the New England Conservatory.

Cleve-

land, on the other hand, maintains a conservatory
preparatory

traditional role serving over 2500 students at its University
Circle and four suburban locations.
The Cleveland Institute, devoted to applied music and

theory exclusively, serves the community to the largest extent as can be seen by its large preparatory department. Since

other requirements for their degree students and other special music programs are taken care of by the neighboring uni-

versity, this focus of attention is more easily expressed to
the community at large.

Both New England and Eastman include

other educational functions and programs such as music education (teacher training) and musicology.

Therefore, although

performance is central to their purpose, it is not the exclusive role of these two institutions

.

It would therefore ap-

pear that as the music unit diversifies its music programs
away from performing, the preparatory program is more limited.
Thus, even within a music unit there may be diversions which

direct the focus away from performance.
It would appear that all three schools have considerable

latitude to make programmatic and administrative decisions
on the basis of primary groups and musical criteria, although
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choices vary from school to school based upon
individual preferences.
But it is the intensity of application of the cri-

teria which really makes the differences apparent.

On bal-

ance it would appear that Cleveland uses the widest range of

musical criteria, and this range most intensely.

It has more

musical entrance requirements by including a musicianship examination along with the audition.
are more and varied.

Performance requirements

By confining its activities to music

alone, diversions are almost non-existent.

place in the Institute building.

Only music takes

Eastman, on the other hand,

has been able to influence the academic music program at the

university of which it is a part.

It places the largest cre-

dit hour value on applied music of all three schools.

Al-

though New England is independent, and one might assume that

musical values would rank the highest of all there, the nonmusical entrance requirements indicate a diversion from musical values.

Yet this independent school has the greatest

number of artist-faculty without academic credentials, but
high performance credentials.
In the next chapter, conclusions will be drawn from the

above analysis.

CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

There is no question that the higher education of
per-

forming musicians is a special case.

Their commitment and

training begins when they are quite young.

Further, the dai-

time— frame is different for the musician than for most

other professions.

Social life and personal values are gen-

erally centered around music.

Finally, a particular balance

of affective and cognitive ability must be reached.

As Le-

Blond points out:
(musical performance is) a profession which makes
maximal demands on the performer physically, intellectually, and perhaps most important, emotionally. ^

There would seem to be a difference, then, in the envir-

onment and education organization that would give performing

musicians their capstone training.

Because the student-teach-

er relationship in performance training is uniquely one-toone; entering students are already specialists.

It is logi-

cal, then, to assume that the educational structure will also

have a special identifiable character.

Therefore,

I

have,

through this exercise, concluded that evidence of a separate

^Richard LeBlond, "Professionalization and Bureaucratization of the Performance of Serious Music in the United States",
(Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation. University of Mchigan, 1968),
p.

76
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j^entity is a va,riable capable of bringing into relief those
things which make the conservatory unique, especially those

matters which distinguish it from the university.

Using more

objective criteria, other writers on the subject of conservatory and university music school training were unable to find
such differences.
It was not difficult to identify its elements once that

focus was chosen.

Then the primary group

-

bureaucratic con-

struct added further theoretical dimension and strength to the

whole operation because of the coincidence of primary group
and conservatory values.

However, this viewpoint is only a

tentative step into the subjective realm of musical performance training.

The focus on identity is not exclusive, meant

as a substitute for other methods or areas of investigation

such as graduate surveys or fiscal data-gathering and analyIn fact, the absence of such data hampers any research

sis.

in the area of musical training.

But the notion of institu-

tional identity begins to get at a way to describe and define
some aspects of Lowry's "intangible spirit".

When all is said and done, it is still a very imperfect
lens.
be,

For no matter what the institutional environment may

from the student

'

s

point of view his relationship with

the artist-teacher is of primary importance.

When artist-

conserteachers were found primarily in private studios and
those
vatories, aspiring performers naturally gravitated to
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environments.

Now, however, the artist-teacher has been
em-

braced by colleges and universities as well.

As long as the

conservatory was a totally musical institution, the values
of the artist-teacher and performance prevailed.

But once

the musical training unit adopted the academic degree struc-

ture (either by being a part of a university or by adopting
it on its own) the values shifted or became more diffuse to

include those of the academic world.
The general academic setting is not a natural one for
the artist.

tVhen he is

center of attention.

performing, he is "on stage"

-

the

When he is teaching, he is in camera.

Both the university and the artist-teacher have made accommodations.

The unviersity has allowed the space and accepted

the presence of the ethos of a performance-oriented teaching

unit.

The artist-teacher has relinquished some of his con-

trol over the musical education of his students nad has ac-

cepted the age designations of higher education in general,
even though these designations do not have the same meaning
for musical performers as for other fields.^

He has also

accommodated himself to the academic degree structure even
if he himself does not possess this sort of credentialing nor

use this device to judge performance ability.

^See discussion in Chapter IV.
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looking at the three cases in this study, it is

clear that institutional arrangements alone do not completely

determine the value structure nor prevalence of musical identity.

The independent New England Conservatory has adopted

general academic values with its insistence on writing ability at entrance

—

an ability which has no proven correspond-

ence to musical performance ability.

Further, during the

1950 's and '60's, this independent school blurred its public

identity by its complete title
-

A College of Music

.

;

The New England Conservatory

A course catalogue

-of

that period

claims that:
In 1951 the Conservatory became the first college
of music in America and was accepted for membership in the New England Association of Colleges

and Secondary Schools

.

This movement into the mainstream of American higher ed-

ucation has been followed by other independent conservatories.
The desire for approval and accreditation by general education

associations has indeed made it difficult for conservatories
to preserve a completely unique identity.

The National Association of Schools of Music, with its

preponderance of university music school and department representatives, further reinforces university-related values.

^Course Catalogue of the New England Conservatory of Music,

1959, pp.

12-13.
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Although some schools still maintain diploma
programs, performance majors are encouraged to work for degrees.

Yet both

the work towards a degree as well as the degree
itself has

little meaning in the performance world.

An instrumentalist

who auditions for a symphony orchestra position, or a singer
who auditions for an opera company, is judged on his performance alone.

His academic credentials are meaningless to the

conductor, although he might be asked with whom he studied.
Thus we come back to those pivotal points in any musical in-

stitution: the artist-teacher and the ability of the music

unit to allow primary group values to prevail.
The assumption inherent at the beginning of this study

was that in an independent school these values are more likely
to be predominant.

But it was discovered that institutional

arrangements alone do not necessarily determine this.

On the

other hand, institutional arrangements which allow some distance between the university and the music unit can make room
for these values.

This distance can be geographical or ad-

ministrative or both.

In the case of the Cleveland Institute

and its relationship with Case Western Reserve University,
the administration of the Institute is totally separate al-

though the physical distance of the two institutions is close.
This administrative distance allows the music unit to have

control over its own operation.

And in this case, the choice
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of operating the Institute as a solely musical
institution

allows primary group values to prevail easily.

The physical

adjacency to the Univorsity allows students access to

a gen-

eral academic environment outside of the music unit.
Eastman, on the other hand, is geographically more dis-

tant from the University of Rochester's main campus.

But

administrative and support services are closely wedded to the
University.

The administrative structure of the University

of Rochester determines the criteria for artist-teacher ap-

pointment and retention at Eastman to a great extent.

And it

would appear that university values, i.e., credentialling
by academic degree, predominate.

On the other hand, the geo-

graphical separation from the University, the present Director's values, and the faculty development program all work
to foster primary group relationships and to elevate the sta-

tus of the artist-teacher within the music unit.

But geogra-

phical distance from the University means that some general

academic courses are taught at the Eastman site and, like at
the New England Conservatory, both kinds of teaching (musical

and general academic) take place within the same boundaries.
In both of these cases, although musical values may predomin-

ate, the intensity of focus on music is somewhat blurred.
Of the three schools

,

the Cleveland Institute has taken

focus on
the boldest step in the direction of intensity of

music.

for a
Not only are general academic courses required
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d0gr0B tsight at a univairsity outsid© th© Institut©,

but music history and lit©ratur© cours©s and th© music ©duca(h©ach©r training) program ar© hous©d at th© Univ©rsity
as w©ll.

Th© Institut© has mad© a cl©ar statem©nt of its

rol© as a musical institution by providing only p©rformanc©

and theory training within its domain.

And y©t this musical

©nvironment is available to anyone who wishes to partake of
these activities through its large preparatory department.
The Institute does not feel constricted by the college age

dimensions of academe, nor does it evidently feel the need to
identify itself as a predominantly higher educational institution.

At the New England Conservatory and Eastman, the

preparatory or extension role is secondary to the degree-granting role.

Thus, by taking this unusual step, Cleveland has

created an environment where performance students and artistteachers can concentrate on music without distractions.

Each of the other identity factors looked at in Chapter
VI give some indication of how each school deals with the ten-

sion between musical values and higher educational institu-

tional values.
same way.

No two schools will solve these problems the

But those schools considering affiliation as well

might
as those already affiliated with another institution
find it helpful to ask themselves the following questions:
1.

unit disIs the name and public image of the music
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tinctiv© and appropriate for the purpose?
2.

Does the geographical location of the music
unit

best lend itself to a cooperative endeavor?
3.

Does the music unit have sufficient autonomy in
its own governance to maintain its own support

services and make decisions based on musical cri-

teria?
4.

Can the faculty be selected according to musical

criteria such as performing ability, teaching
ability, and national reputation, rather than

academic credentialling?
5.

Is provision made for faculty advancement inde-

pendent of degree status?
6.

Does the music unit have control over admissions?

7.

Are admissions based primarily on musical criteria

8.

Can diploma programs in performance be maintained
as another option to the degree?

9.

Is provision made for participation in and for

recognition of maximum performance achievement?
10.

Can performance be maintained as the central
focus of the music unit, even if that unit in-

cludes programs in education, therapy, and/or

musicology?
11.

T-^hat

would be the gains and losses in identity

to the existing

music unit by affiliation or
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what would be the gains and losses to the uni-

versity by affiliating with or creating

a

music

unit within its structure?

Although each institution will have different situations
to contend with, the following recommendations are made?

That the size of the music unit be kept relatively

1*

small

This is a difficult concept for many universities, but

.

this study shows what can happen if the unit over-runs itself;

performance opportunities and practice space go by the board.
And these are two very important elements in a music school.
Further, size is apt to promote bureaucratic values rather

than primary group values

—

dominate the music unit.

Finally, a music school should not

and primary group values should

be a faceless competency factory, but an atmosphere for both

personal and professional growth.
2.

That the image be kept separate and reinforced

.

Build-

ings, public relations, and admissions should be clearly the

music unit's own, no matter what the governance arrangements
may be.

We have seen how the identity of the two affiliated

schools was reinforced by such matters.
3

.

That the criteria for selecting and retaining music

faculty be maintained by the music unit

.

Because music is a

special case, credentials from academic institutions should
not be the primary criterion.

Rather, teaching ability, per-

prevail.
formance ability, and national reputation should
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the music unit be encouraged to maintain and/or

^velop non- degree programs

in perf 02nnance

.

Until the debate

over the worth of academic degrees in performance is finally
settled^ students should have a choice of programs.

conservatories and university schools of music

5

encourage further research in this area

.

Although this anal-

ysis begins to show some differences between university-related and independent music schools, there are gaps.

To begin

with, this point of view should be applied to a wider range

and greater number of institutions.

Further, more information

regarding budgets would have been helpful.

Because the three

institutions studied were private, obtaining such information
was too delicate a matter.

Most important of all, however,

would be information about graduates of the various schools.
The present study was greatly hampered by lack of information
in this area.

Without this information, effectiveness, or

even quality of individual programs, cannot be discussed reasonably.

At the same time, career studies should be made of

performers from varying backgrounds

—

conservatories, uni-

veristy music schools, college music departments, European
study, and private study.

Although the present study confined

itself to performance major programs, a study should be made
of the role of performance in other music programs, such as

music education, music therapy, musicology, and even music
management.
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The fourth recoirunendation also leads into open territory.
Some critics will say that the performance diploma has been

outgrown in America, that musicians need more than music in
capstone training

,

since the growth of the whole person is

needed in order to become a competent musician.

These critics

will also point out there simply are not enough jobs in performance for all graduates; the degree is necessary for teaching and other jobs besides performance for which the graduate

should be prepared.

But with the exception of a pedagogy

course or two, the B.M. degree holder is not really trained
to do anything but perform.

Further, the B.M. is an advan-

ced-middle step in his training.

Most graduates go on for

further study or a mixture of work and study.

On the other

hand, the B.M. in performance is a good primary degree for

those who want to shift to ancilliary areas.

This degree,

coupled with a Masters in business, for example, could prepare a person for an arts management position; the B.M. in

performance with a Masters in library science could prepare
a person for a music librarianship

manifold.

.

These combinations are

But there are some for whom performance is the

only meaningful life.

These students should have the oppor-

tunity to focus entirely on music with no distractions during
their undergraduate years.

The performance standards .for ad-

mission to such programs should be so high that the likelihood of failure is almost non-existent.

With the present
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system, this is probably the best that can be managed.

However, there are other options that music schools could

consider.

The Cleveland Institute has taken a bold step in

a new— old direction.

It has said, in essence,

sic school, this is what we do best.

"We are a mu-

We will stop trying to

be a mini-college with several programs and all kinds of courses.

Rather we will do what we do best and let the university

do what it does best.

Then the students will get the best of

both, should they choose the degree option."

Thus the music

school becomes a kind of musical island where there are few

conflicts of values (and these, musical) and the goals are

clearly defined.

It is clear, however, that the Institute

could not do this, under present circumstances, without af-

filiation with an academic institution.
gree seems to be here to stay.

The performance de-

This, therefore, has been the

solution of one school.
V7ith

financial pressures becoming stronger, there is spe-

culation about the continuing existence of any small institution of higher education.

The independent music school feels

this pressure more keenly because its expenses can be higher

than other kinds of schools.
ment,

The one-to-one teaching arrange-

large instruments and upkeep, space, etc., all contri-

bute to high operating costs.

Further, to the general public

looking at various course catalogues, there is very little
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difference in the programs of conservatories and
university
music schools. Therefore, the competition for good

students

is almost overwhelming.

Unless the independent conservatory

can offer something visibly unique, it may indeed disappear

by the year 2000.
^

Even in its present state, this would be

tragedy and the loss of another environmental option for

young musicians.

At present, all efforts on the part of in-

dependent conservatories seem to be towards fund-raising. At
the same time, some effort should be turned towards re-eval-

uation of their purpose, function, and probably success in
training young musicians for a livelihood in music as it is
today.

Affiliation should not be viewed as a last resort

when all else has failed, but rather as a possible step in
creating better programs for students and possibly in relieving the music school of non-musical roles.

We have seen that

affiliation need not mean the loss of identity: Cleveland's
solution is only one of many possibilities.
The original questions asked at the end of Chapter

have been answered to some extent.

I

We have seen how the time-

span, the one-to-one teacher-student relationship, and the

subjective nature of musical performance all contribute to
the unique nature of musical performance training.

The pri-

mary group values exhibited by the long-term relationships
between performance student and teacher are deemed crucial
to sound performance training.

Some key factors of "institu-
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ti,onal identity” which need to be preserved in any alliance

have been discussed at length.

And it has been shown that

these factors can be preserved in an affiliation situation.
Finally, there has been an attempt to show how these factors

have been preserved in three cases.
The use of "identity” as a lens through which to look
at the training of musical performers does provide some fresh

insight into the question of that "intangible spirit".

It

would be useful if further lenses could be developed especially since it seems likely that before the end of the century
all musical performance training may find itself within large

bureaucratic settings.

The pressures will accumulate against

the basic values of this training; and those concerned with

maintaining its integrity will need the clearest possible understanding of its nature in order to maintain
ance

.

a

proper bal-
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